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The motion of a rigid body, I , through several finitely separated 
positions relative to another rigid body, I', is one of the most inter-
esting and useful studies in the field of kinematics. Throughout the 
years this study has been referred to as the rigid body guidance pro-
blem. 
The solution to the rigid body guidance problem becomes more com-
1 
plicated as the number of finitely separated positions of the rigid 
body, I , increases. In plane kinematics, for two or three positions 
of the rigid body, the solution for the rigid body guidance problem is 
fairly simple since it involves only linear expressions. For these 
cases, there are an infinite number of cranks which will displace a 
rigid body through two or three finitely separated positions. 
For four finitely separated positions of a rigid body, I , exe-
cuting planar motion, the rigid body guidance problem becomes compli-
cated. In order to obtain the possible solut~()~S, one must find a 
cubic curve1 embedded in the moving frame of reference (I), and an-
~-=--""'"--:.::~--.. ·-~·:------ . 
other cubic curve2 embedded in the fixed3 frame of reference (I'). 
1 Circle-point curve. 
2 Center-point curve. 
3 Which actually could be moving. 
1 
2 
Then, for each point selected in one of the cubics there will be a 
corresponding point in the other one. In this case there are an infi-
nite number of cranks that will displace a rigid body through four fi-
nitely separated positions. 
The number of cranks that can displace a rigid body through five 
finitely separated positions, however, is finite. There are a maximum 
of four for planar motion, and a maximum of six for spatial motion. To 
find these cranks, one may break up the five prescribed positions into 
two groups of four positions (e.g., positions 1, 2, 3 and 4, and posi-
tions 1, 2, 3 and 5, or any other two such combinations), then by tracing 
the cubic curves (for space motion, the cubic curves will become cubic 
cones) corresponding to each one of the two groups, one can find the 
intersection points for plane motion (for space motion, the cubic cones 
will intersect in lines). The points that are not poles (screws in space 
motion) are the ones which can be replaced for cranks which connect these 
points (screws in space motion) to their corresponding ones in the other 
frame of reference. These cranks permit a rigid body to be displaced 
through the five finitely separated positions. 
The study of rigid body guidance for four and five finitely sepa-
rated positions as described above was first performed by Ludwig 
Burmester 4 [l, 2} • It is interesting to note that the basic Burmester 
theory was developed as he was trying to design an indicator mechanism 
for a steam engine in which the coupler point of a four-link mechanism 
was required to trace a straight line. An excellent account on the 
4 Numbers in brackets refer to similarly numbered references in 
the bibliography. 
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Burmester theory is presented by Burmester himself in reference [2]. 
Burmester theory has been the subject of study of many mathema-
ticians and kinematicians as is evidenced by a large number of techni-
cal papers and books written on the subject. For practical purposes, 
this theory may be broken up into two groups: planar Burmester theory, 
and spherical and spatial Burmester theory. In order to recognize the 
enormous opportunities still existent in spherical and spatial kinema-
tics, it is necessary to review some of the most significant achieve-
ments in planar Burmester theory. 
1.1. Planar Burmester Theory 
In order to facilitate the review of the most significant achieve-
ments in planar Burmester theory, we have chosen to present them as 
follows: 
1) Construction procedure and location of Burmester points. 
For four positions of a rigid body, Ii' i = 1, ... ,4, relative to 
another one, I' , there are six poles which completely describe all the 
relative positions of I to move through the prescribed positions. 
These six poles are denoted by P12 , P13 , P14 , P23 , P24 and P34· 
According to the Burmester theorem 5, all points on a circle-point 
curve subtend either equal or complementary angles on the opposite 
sides of the "opposing-pole quadrangle 6 ." Therefore, a circle-point 
curve can be drawn for any one of the four positions (Beyer [52]). 
5 Reference [60 ]. 
6 The opposing pole quadrangle is formed by two. poles and two mir-
ror image opposing poles (neither of whose subscript numbers are the 
same as the diagonally placed poles). 
\ 
There are three different opposing-pole quadrangles of which any one 
may be used to construct the circle-point curve. The graphical pro-
cedures leading to the circle-point curve as proposed by Burmester [2] 
and Alt [4] are described in depth by Hain [60] and Beyer [52]. Car-
responding to four positions of a rigid body executing planar motion, 
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there is one circle point curve, and corresponding to this circle-point 
curve, there is a center-point curve. The center-point curve 
is constructed using any one of the three possible opposing-pole quad-
rangles. 
Alt [11] discovered that in addition to the six poles, the center-
point curve also contains six n points which are obtained as points of 
intersection of the opposite sides of the three pole quadrangles. This 
property may be used to sketch the center-point curve. 
The Burmester curves may also be found analytically, especially if 
a higher degree of accuracy is desired. These curves were given in 
equation form by Beyer [15, 19],who used concepts of analytic geometry 
and algebra, and by HackmUller [16, 17, 21],who used a complex-number 
approach. The rationale for the analytical derivation to locate 
Burmester points is similar to that used in graphical approaches. 
For five positions of a rigid body, Ii' i 1, ... ,5, moving 
relative to another rigid body, I 1 , we simply consider two groups of 
four positions (say Ii, i = 1,2,3,4 and I., j = 1,2,3,5 or any other 
J 
combination) and find the corresponding Burmester curves. Those inter-
sections which are not poles of the two circle-point curves are the 
Burmester points. Corresponding Burmester points may be found by in-
tersecting the two center-point curves. Each pair of corresponding 
Burmester points constitutes a Burmester point pair. If these Burmester 
5 
point pairs are replaced by a crank with pin joints at both ends, then 
the moving rigid body, I , is capable of going through the five speci-
fied positions relative to the fixed rigid body I 1 • 
All the graphical as well as the analytical procedures derived 
above may be used to determine the Burmester points. In particular, 
Hackmuller's approach [16] is very sound, since by eliminating the 
cubic terms of the center-point curve he derived the equations of 10 
conic sections. He found that the Burmester points as well as one of 
the poles lie on each one of the conics. This approach has been used 
widely because of its simplicity in dealing with conic sections instead 
of cubic curves [3, 26, 31, 32, 34, 38, 50, 51]. 
Because of the difficulty in accurately locating the Burmester 
curves, several authors [22, 25, 28, 33, 34, 37, 42] investigated the 
possibility of varying the statement of the design problem so that 
either one or both Burmester curves 7 would degenerate 8 in a geometri-
cally simpler form, such as a circle and a straight line. Others [58, 
83, 84, 86, 88, 90] identified regions of the plane in which the 
Burmester curves may or may not exist. Their results are useful in the 
sense that by introducing the design data to their diagrams, one can 
determine in a few trials if the Burmester points exist. Computational 
procedures and drafting apparatus, capable of drawing the Eurmester curves 
and locating the Burmester points, were developed by several investigators 
7 Circle-point and center-point curves. 
8 For Ii, i = 1, •.. , 5 there are five possible circle-point curves. 
By carefully selecting an origin for the coordinate system, as well as 
taking advantage of the geometry of the particular design problem, one 
or more circle-point and center-point curves may degenerate into a cir-
cle and a straight line. 
[36, 48, 49, 55, 61, 69, 77, 78]. 
The problem of finding the Burmester points directly, i. e., the 
real roots of some polynomial, etc., became a challenge to some re-
searchers. Freudenstein and Sandor [45] derived the locations of the 
Burmester points using a complex number approach. They obtained a 
6 
fifth degree polynomial (in which one root is always a pole, and the 
other roots, when they exist, are the Burmester points) using 
Hackmtiller's conics [16]. The coefficients of this fifth degree poly-
nomial are in a form convenient for computer-based determination of the 
Burmester points. Artobolevskii et al [40] and Cherkudinov [41] derived 
a fourth degree polynomial in cartesian coordinates. The real roots of 
this polynomial yield the Burmester points. Other important contribu-
tions in analytically determining the Burmester points include Bottema 
[53], Dijksman [74], and Chang [92]. Bottema considered all five posi-
tions of a rigid body simultaneously in order to avoid the derivation 
of the center-point curve. He introduced a set of new unknowns which 
lead to a system of linear equations and quadratic equations. Thus, 
Bottema's approach reveals that the Burmester points may be found as 
the intersection of two conics. Dijksman developed a new method to 
derive the ten Hackmtiller conics [16]. He found that each Burmester 
point is a common intersection point of corresponding members of three 
pencils of circles which are obtained from the center-point curves. 
Chang formulated the equations for the Burmester curves with respect to 
three "basic" relative poles, instead of the well-known four opposite 
relative poles. Two sets of three "basic" relative poles can be used 
for determining the unknown location of the Burmester point pairs. 
Synthesis is accomplished by using the equations for the three relative 
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poles on an inversion linkage. 
More recently, Waldron [95, 96, 97] discussed the problem that usu-
ally occurs when synthesizing a linkage using Burmester theory, i. e., 
the inability to insure that the synthesized linkage would pass through 
the prescribed positions in a specified order. His technique of solving 
this problem basically reduces down to introducing constraining condi-
tions on mobility in the design equations. 
2) Properties and special cases. 
Table I, as prepared by Primrose, Freudenstein and Sandor [54], 
presents a sunnnary of some of the most important properties [10, 20, 24, 
34, 42, 46, 47, 52]. 
TABLE I 
PROPERTIES OF BURMESTER-POINT PAIRS ASSOCIATED 
WITH FIVE COPLANAR POSITIONS (i,j,k,l,m) 
PLANE (Primrose, Freudenstein and Sandor 
OF A 
[54 ]) 
Case Given relationship 
Circlepoint, K1 , at infinity; center-
point, Mi' finite. 
2 Centerpoint, Mi• at infinity; circle-
point, Ki, is a finite straight-line 
point. 
3 Three centerpoints (circlepoints) col-
linear. 
4 Two poles, Prs' P8 t and two center-
points, Mi, Mj concyclic. 
Four distinct collinear or concyclic 
circlepoints or centerpoints. 
6 Straight-line point, K1 collinear with 
two circlepoints, K2 , K3· 
Three circlepoints (centerpoints) have 
order-number 6; i.e. , they are 6-
point circlepoints (centerpoints). 
8 r-point circlepoints (centerpoints), 
where r exceeds 6. 
9 Symmetrical motion of the first kind. 
10 Symmetrical motion of the second kind. 
11 Two circlepoints coincident with I, J, 
the circular points at infinity. 
Result 
Centerpoints Mj, Mk• Mi! collinear 
Circlepoints Kj, Kk• K£ collinear 
Fourth circlepoint (centerpoint) at 
infinity 
Points Mk,~' Prt collinear 
Cannot occur, except in special cases, 
such as Cardanic motion or its kine-
matic inversion 
Fourth circlepoint, K4 , coincident 
with straight-line point, Ki 
Fourth circlepoint (centerpoint) is 
likewise a six-point circlepoint 
(centerpoint) 
Can have no more than two real such 
circlepoints (centerpoints) 
Real circlepoints (in symmetry posi-
tion) and real centerpoints on axis 
of symmetry, or symmetrical about it 
Either two real centerpoints on axis of 
symmetry, the two corresponding cir-
clepoints being collinear with AB, or 
two centerpoints and their corre-
sponding circlepoints imaginary 
Common singular focus of circlepoint 
curves is itself a circlepoint 
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Alt [13, 14], Volmer [46], and Freudenstein and Sandor [45] studied 
the special case when three of the five specified positions are parallel. 
For this case the center-point curve degenerates into a circle and a 
line at infinity, and the singular focus (the centerof the circle) does 
not lie on the curve. Freudenstein and Sandor [45] also studied the 
case when three of the five specified positions are on a circle. They 
found that only two Burmester points are possible and the center-point 
curves degenerate into straight lines; since the straight lines may only 
intersect at one point, and the Burmester points occur in pairs, the 
two Burmester points are coincident. 
3) Applications. 
Circular Burmester theory deals strictly with the relative motion 
of two rigid bodies. Therefore, this theory may be applied to mecha-
nisms with four links [27, 52, 60, 68, 73, 75, 85, 87, 91, 94] or more 
[29, 30, 39, 43, 45, 59, 79, 80, 81, 82, 89, 91, 93] as well as mecha-
nisms with slider pairs [35, 76]. 
Problems such as function generation, rigid body guidance for all 
cases, etc. can be solved with Burmester theory. Direct application of 
this theory is found in coupler driven mechanisms [5, 23], glass manu-
facturing machines [5], sewing machinery [7, 19], textile machinery [8, 
9, 12], and many other mechanisms. 
4) Extensions of Burmester theory. 
Freudenstein, Bottema and Koetsier [67] extended the classical, 
finite, circular theory by studying the loci of points of a moving rigid 
body in coplanar motion, whose six corresponding positions lie on a conic 
section. The authors found that the general conic-section curve is a 
tricircular algebraic curve of order 7 which passes through the 15 
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poles of the moving system. This curve can be determined by any three 
complementary-pole quadrilaterals (in the moving plane), any two of 
which have two indices in common. They also found that there are 16 
conic-section Burmester points associated with 7 distinct positions of 
a moving plane. Conic sections studied include the general case, para-
bola, hyperbola and ellipse. 
Kaufman and Sandor [70] described the bicycloidal crank. In their 
study, the authors showed some analogies between the motion of the bi-
cycloidal crank and the four-bar couple~ but here, instead of link 
lengths, they size the gears to allow rigid body guidance through up to 
five finitely separated positions and point-guidance through up to nine 
finitely separated positions. 
Sandor [56] demonstrated the existence of a cycloidal Burmester 
theory in planar kinematics. This new theory involves points of the 
moving plane in several positions lying on cycloidal curves. He gener-
ated these curves with a "cycloidal crank " composed of a fixed pivot, 
a center of the generating circle and a crank pin (the author calls 
these three points a Burmester Point Trio, BPT). It was demonstrated 
that by using two such cycloidal cranks to form a single degree of 
freedom geared six-bar mechanism, a coupler may be moved through four 
prescribed positions of the input crank. He then applied the results 
to the synthesis of a geared six-bar mechanism for coordinating the po-
sitions of the input link with the positions of a rigid body. For the 
seven position rigid body guidance problem, the number of BPT's becomes 
finite. The design situation corresponds with the five positions of 
the classical Burmester theory. 
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1.2. Spherical and Spatial Burmester Theory 
The planar Burmester theory lends itself for its possible exten-
sion to study spherical and space kinematics. In this section we will 
examine the key contributions describing in a progressive manner the 
development of some of the key concepts lending to space Burmester the-
ory. 
Four finitely separated positions of a rigid body, I , moving rel-
ative to another rigid body, I', were studied in a landmark paper by 
Wilson ~7]. He developed an analytical procedure which results in 
equations of nontranscendental form. By repeating his equations for 
four positions, he obtained a spatial circle-point curve, and a spatial 
center-point curve. His procedure is limited to Sphere-Sphere, Reva-
lute-Sphere, Sphere-Revolute, and Revolute-Revolute cranks. 
Roth [64] studied a rigid body Iin a series of finitely separated 
positions in order to determine those points which lie on a sphere, cir-
cle, plane, line or cylinder. He used screw theory and linear transfor-
mations to describe rigid body motion in space. These linear transfor-
mations 9 can be used to satisfy the conditions for points to lie on a 
sphere, circle, plane, line and cylinder. Roth applied these results 
for the synthesis of mechanisms [63]. He developed what he called sim-
ilarity transformations (determination of the screw by pure rotations 
about two axes, one embedded in I and the other one embedded in I 1 ). 
He found that finite rotations (as well as general displacements) do 
commute. Parallel (plane) and intersecting (sphere) screws were 
9 These transformations repeated for j 
of a rigid body) result in a cubic cone. 
2,3 and 4 (four positions 
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studied as special cases. He discussed points on a circle for these 
cases. His applications are for very simple mechanisms; this is under-
standable, since the constraining conditions for more sophisticated 
mechanisms are extremely complicated. 
Roth [62] studied the motion of a rigid body I moving relative to 
another rigid body I' for up to five positions. He extended the con-
cepts of pole triangle and pole quadrangle into space. Applying the 
cubic cones derived in reference [64] (space analogs of the planar 
Burmester curves), Roth obtained the conditions for the location and axis 
direction of the lines on I and their corresponding lines on I' . By 
replacing a cylindric pair collinear with the line in I and another one 
collinear to the corresponding line in I'and connecting them rigidly, 
we obtain a Cylindric-Cylindric (C-C) crank which will displace a rigid 
body I through four finitely prescribed positions relative to another 
rigid body I'. In this case there are an infinite number of C-C 
cranks. For five finitely prescribed positions the number of C-C 
cranks are finite (six, four, two or none). These are found by inter-
secting the two cubic cones corresponding to two groups of four posi-
tions (just as in plane). These lines are the space analogs of the 
planar Burmester points. 
Sandor [66] applied the quaternions to develop procedures for kin-
ematic synthesis of space mechanisms. He represented the space mecha·-
nisms as general kinematic chains consisting of one or more loops of 
ball-jointed bar-slideball members. Sandor studied the spatial circle-
point theory to study four positions of a point of a rigid body which 
lies on a circle. He verified Roth's [64] results, by showing that 
there can only be a maximum of four points on a circle in space. 
12 
/·. 
Sandor and Bishop [71] presented a general method of spatial kin-
ematic synthesis by means of a stretch-rotation tensor. Basically they 
developed a stretch-rotation tensor operator in a matrix form, which 
will perform displacements of a linkage; the links that form this link-
age are ball~ended, and one ball of each link is free to slide along 
the link's centerline. Thus, each link is represented by a vector that 
may vary both in magnitude and orientation. The method can be applied 
to multi-loop linkages, and to special cases, such as when a stretch or 
a rotation of one or more components does not exist. 
Bottema, Koetsier and Roth [72] described the procedure to find 
the smallest circle determined by three positions of a rigid body in 
space. They found that the minimum radius circle may arise in one of 
two ways: either the minimum circle is associated with a point which 
lies on a screw axis or it is associated with a more general point. 
Their results are applicable for the design of the smallest Sphere-Rev-
olute crank which will displace a rigid body through three finitely 
separated positions. 
Chen and Roth [101, 102] unified Roth's [63, 64] results for fi-
nitely and infinitesimally separated positions of a rigid body, I , 
moving relative to another rigid body, I'. Their results are summa~ 
rized in Table II. 
Tsai and Roth [103] studied the geometrical conditions for incom-
pletely specified displacements; i.e., rigid body displacements which 
are described by less than six independent parameters. They found the 
screws associated with these displacements and gave the constraining 
conditions for the design of cranks. 
TABLE II 
DESIGN OF LINKS AND DYADS 
(Chen and Roth [102 J ) 










































Locus (or number) of points 
that satisfy link constraint 
All points 


























One unique line 
24 lines 
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Roth [100], by using the same approach as in [62], derived the con-
straining equations for the types of cranks listed in Table III. 
TABLE III 
BINARY CRANKS CONTAINING R, P AND C PAIRS 
Type of Crank Max. No. Positions Type of Crank Max. No. Positions 
c c 5 c - p 2 
R c 3 p - R 2 
c R 3 R p 2 
R R 3 p p 1 
p c 2 
14 
Tsai and Roth [104] rederived all the constraining equations for 
all the cranks in [ 100 J by using the "equivalent screw triangle". They 
also derived equations for cranks involving Helical (H) and Spherical 
(S) pairs as shown in Table IV. 
Type of Crank 
H - H 
H - c 
c - H 
H - s 
s - H 
H - R 
R - H 
s - c 
TABLE IV 
BINARY CRANKS CONTAINING A H OR S PAIR 
AND A R, P, H, C, OR S PAIR 
Max. No. Positions Type of Crank Max. 
3 c - s 
4 s - s 
4 s - R 
5 R - s 
5 p - s 
3 s - p 
3 p - H 










In [105] , Tsai and Roth studied the Revolute-Revolute crank in 
depth. By using the constraining equations derived in [104] , they ob-
tain a sixth degree polynomial where the coefficients are in explicit 
form and whose real roots give the direction cosines of lines in the 
moving frame of reference. By further manipulations Tsai and Roth 
found the locations of these lines, as well as the direction cosines 
and location of the lines in the fixed frame of reference. Then, for 
R - R cranks, they replaced the lines in the fixed frame of reference 
and their corresponding lines in the moving frame of reference with R 
pairs. They also proved that there are only two R - R cranks that will 
displace a rigid body through three finitely separated positions in 
space. 
1.3. Present Study 
A brief analysis of the literature in plane and space kinematics 
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reveals that the key concepts of space kinematics were developed by 
using the analogy between planar and space motion of a rigid body. For 
example, the concepts of pole triangle, pole quadrangle, center-point 
and circle-point curves, and Burmester points for circular Burmester 
theory in plane led Roth to propose and develop relationships for space 
screw triangle, space screw quadrangle, cubic cones, and intersection 
of cubic cones to obtain Burmester lines for spherical and space motion. 
The Burmester theory in plane in general considers two types of 
pairs such as revolute and prism pairs. In studying space motion, how-
ever, one has the option of building binary cranks using kinematic pairs 
such as Revolute (R) pair, Prism (P) pair, Helical (H) pair, Cylinder 
(C) pair, Spherical (S) pair, Plane (PL) pair, etc. Thus leaving aside 
the direct extension of planar Burmester theory, (i.e., planar R - R 
crank to space R - R crank), we obtain a class of problems which would 
fall into a category of generalized Burmester theory for rigid body mo-
tion in space. This class of problems will then consider guiding a 
rigid body through its theoretically possible, finitely separated posi-
tions by using such binary cranks as R - H, R - S, R - C, C - C, etc. 
(See Table III and IV.) Since the cylinder pair executes relative screw mo-
tion with a variable pitch, mathematical conditions can be imposed on 
its relative motion so that the C pair functions as a R, P, or H pair. 
This analysis shows that the C - C crank to guide a rigid body through 
its finitely separated positions will serve as the most general crank 
and that the Burmester theory developed for the C - C crank will pro-
vide all the necessary information to yield other types of binary 
cranks having R, P, H, or C pairs. It is important to note that the 
Burmester theory for a crank having S pairs is a problem in a class by 
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itself. Such theories have not been fully developed as yet, even after 
Wilson's publication [57]. 
The existing literature has provided numerical procedures to obtain 
the Burmester lines of a C - C crank. These numerical procedures pro-
vide a designer with an innnediate solution to his design problem; how-
ever, theoretical investigations similar to the ones in Table I, which 
relate location and number of Burmester lines to positions of a rigid 
body, are difficult to undertake with these procedures. This is mostly 
due to the difficulty in selecting appropriate guesses of the initial 
values of the mechanism parameters. In order to avoid these difficul-
ties, we are required to derive an analytical expression in explicit 
form whose input data are the positions of the rigid body and whose 
real roots lead to the determination of the direction cosines and loca-
tion of the Burmester lines. 
The objectives of this dissertation are: 
(1) To determine the Burmester lines for Cylindric-Cylindric cranks 
by deriving a polynomial relationship whose real roots yield the ratios 
of two of the three direction cosines of the Burmester lines in the 
moving frame of reference. 
(2) Obtain the conditions by which a C - C crank degenerates into 
other cranks with R, P, H and C kinematic pairs. 
The procedure to achieve the above objectives will involve the 
following steps: 
(1) Describe the displacement of a rigid body in space by means 
of a screw displacement. 
(2) Describe the screw displacements for five finitely separated 
positions of a rigid body in space. 
(3) 
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Obtain 4 equivalent screw triangles involving screw $ .. corre-lJ 
A 
sponding to the five positions of the rigid body, screw F .. in 
l] 
A 
the fixed rigid body, and screw Mij in the moving rigid body. 
A 
(4) Eliminate Fij (direction cosines of screw Fij in the fixed 
rigid body) by setting the two determinants, corresponding to 
the two cubic cones, equal to zero. 
(5) Obtain the intersections (at most nine) of two cubic cones. 
(6) Eliminate the screws $12• $13 , and $23 1 , which also appear as 
intersections of the two cubic cones, and derive a sixth degree 
polynomial whose real roots permit us to find the ratios of two 
of the three direction cosines of the moving Burmester lines. 
(7) Locate the Burmester lines in the moving frame of reference; 
find the direction cosines and locations of the Burmester lines 
in the fixed frame of reference. 
(8) Obtain the conditions under which a cylinder pair will function 
as a Revolute, Prism, or a Helical pair. 
In Chapter II, the screw displacements of a rigid body are derived 
by using Rodrigues' formula. This is reference material written for the 
benefit of the reader (Step 1). 
In Chapter III, the sixth degree polynomial, whose real roots give 
the direction cosines of the Burmester lines, corresponding to C - C 
cranks, in the moving frame of reference, is derived (Steps 2 - 7). 
In Chapter IV, the conditions under which a C pair may function as 
a R, P, or H pair are given (Step 8). 
Chapter V presents the summary and conclusions. 
CHAPTER II 
DERIVATION OF RODRIGUES' FORMULA FOR SCREW 
DISPLACEMENTS OF A RIGID BODY 
The objective of this chapter is to provide a brief review involving 
the derivation of the Rodrigues formula. 
In order to study the motion of rigid bodies in space, it is con-
venient to consider a fixed frame of reference, I 1 , and a moving frame 
of reference, I , embedded in two rigid bodies moving relative to each 
other (actually both rigid bodies may be in motion). 
The displacement of a rigid body as it moves from one position to 
another in 3-dimensions may be described by several well known tech-
niques. We will briefly describe the technique that will be used in 
this investigation. 
2.1. Screw Axis Geometry 
The displacement of a rigid body from a position I. to a position 
1 
Ij' may be interpreted as a rotation about, and a translation along a 
given axis, see Figure 1. This displacement is the screw displacement. 
We may represent the screw as $ij' the rotation angle about the screw 
as e .. , and the translation along the screw as d ... e .. and d .. are 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
the screw parameters, and their ratio d .. / e .. is the pitch of the 
1J 1J 
screw. The displacement of the rigid body from position I. to position 
1 





Figure 1. Screw Displacement 
about and along the screw, or by considering the rotation and transla-
tion as ocurring separately, and then superimposing their effects. 
In order to locate a screw, we need to find a unit vector U .. in 
lJ 
the fixed frame of reference with direction cosines (u .. ,v .. ,w .. ) which 
lJ lJ lJ 
is parallel to the screw axis, and a point (a .. ,b .. ,c .. ) on the screw 
lJ l] lJ 
axis. This can be accomplished by using Rodrigues' formula. 
2.2. Derivation of Rodrigues' Formula 
Given any number of positions of a rigid body, I i = l, ... ,n, 
i' 
we can easily find all the screws that will displace it from one posi-
10 tion to another by using Rodrigues' formula [98, 99] . 
In this study we consider five finite positions of a rigid body; 
thus we have altogether 10 possible screws; i. e., $12 , $13 , $14 , $15 , 
lO We use Rodrig~es' formula to determine the screw parameters 
(since it is well known in the literature); however, the user may find 
the screws by any other approach. 
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In spatial kinematics, the screws, the cubic cones, and the Burmester 
lines are respectively the space analogs of the poles, the Burmester 
curves, and the Burmester points in plane kinematics. Roth showed that 
there exist in space screw-quadrangles which are the space analogs of the 
pole-quadrangles in plane. These screw-quadrangles can be completely de-
fined by any four of the ten possible screws. In our analysis we use $12 , 
The general displacement of three non-collinear points in a rigid 
body, I , in its ith position (Ii) to its jth position ( Ij) may be 
described by a screw displacement. 
. i i i 
In Figure 1, we show three points (F0 ,F1 ,F2 ) in I. , and another 1 
three points ( 
j j j 
F0 ,F1 ,F2 ) in Ij' which correspond to the displaced 
three points of I .• Now, we connect the origin of coordinates (located 
1 











R2 as the displaced position vectors. 
- i - i 





- i - i 





according to Rodrigues [ 99] , 










where U .. is a unit vector which has direction cosines (u .. ,v .. ,w .. ), 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
, and 
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we find that the translation of the rigid body is equal to the projec-
tion on W of the vector connecting any one of the vertices of the trian-





If (q2 - q1) • (p2 - p1) = 0 in Equation (2.5), then redefine the 
points with respect to another frame of reference. 
Now, we need to find a point on a line parallel to the unit vector 
U1.J. with direction cosines (u .. ,v .. ,w .. ) to completely specify the screw l.J l.J l.J 
axis. 
Using i, j, and k as unit vectors associated with the fixed frame 
of reference, the vectors 
- i - j 
RO a~d RO can be expressed as 
- i i-; i- i-
and (2. 7) RO = XO l. + Yo j + zo k 
- j x ji + y jj + z jk then (2.8) RO 0 0 0 • 
the required point on the screw will be 
i 
1 !!ij XQ XO -w .. cot l.J 2 
i 1 !!ij 
Yq = Yo + - w .. cot 1 2 l.J 2 
i ~ij 0ij 
ZQ zo -v .. cot u .. cot l.J 2 l.J 2 
0ij x j i v .. cot 2 - XO l.J 0 
-u .. cot !!ij y j i 
l.J 2 0 Yo 
1 zoj 
i - zo 
(2.9) 
where (xQ,yQ,zQ) are the coordinates of a point on the screw, and 
(2.10) 
is the vector describing the position of this point. 
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In order to study the space Burmester theory for the C - C crank, 
Equations (2.5) and (2.9) will be employed extensively to obtain the 
screws given by the five finitely separated positions of a rigid body. 
2.3. Screw Triangle Geometry 
For three finitely separated positions of a moving rigid body in 
space, we can find by using Rodrigues' formula, three screws. Out of 
these three screws, only two are independent. By studying the geometry 
of the screw triangle (as given by Roth[ 62]) shown in Figure 2, we obtain 
11 A A 
analytical expressions for $ji in terms of screws Fij and Mij" 
Figure 2 .. Screw Triangle Geometry 
Taking projections along the screw axes yields: 
A 
F·· IJ 
11 $ .. is a screw along the same axis and with the same magnitude as 
$ij; howJ~er, the sense of rotation and translation is opposite in both 
screws. $ .. is used instead of$ .. in order to preserve the symmetry, 
hence all tfie above expressions afJ valid under cyclic permutation of in-
dices. The geometrical construction for determining a single screw 




arsin iJ I sin E .. 
sin e ij 
a.· l 
sinT~ (2. 11) 
= arsin I- ~~-1~~.-. [sin£ .. cos 
cos iJ 
2 
e .. + cos E . . sin 
i] iJ 
( .. cos _Iiill ; 





sin k I u~j [sin ~ij cos ~ij + 
2 a.. Y· ·] 
+cos Eijcos ~sin T + 
w . . [ a . . 'Y . . . a ij 'Y2 ij ] -
+ ~J cos ~sin T + cos Eijsin 2 cos 
a.. 'Y .. ! . ·~·~- g .. sin E .. sin 2 sin 2 iJ iJ (2. 13) 
e .. 
Ji 
1 I [ 'Yij 0j i 
. 2 0ii gij cos 2 cos 2 -
sin 2 . 
cos ~ij ] + 
E·· [ 'Y·· 
+ sin ~ uijsin T cos ( 2. 14) 
/\ 
E .. and g .. are, respectively, the angle and distance between M .. 
~ ~ ~ 
/\ /\ 
and F .. taken in the sense of screwing M .. about the line normal to both 
iJ iJ 
/\ /\ /\ 
M .. and F .. into F ..• Similarly, for ( e .. , f .. ) and ( '··• e .. ) we 
iJ iJ iJ iJ iJ iJ iJ 
/\ /\ 
measure from F .. to$ .. and from$ .. to M .. , respectively. 
iJ Ji Ji iJ 
CHAPTER III 
DETERMINATION OF THE BURMESTER LINES 
In Ghapter I, we found that the procedures that exist for obtaining 
the Burmester lines in space are basically similar. They all require 
the finding of the intersections of two cubic cones. Due to the mathe-
matical complexity, involved in the derivation and expansion of these 
cubic cones, the intersections were found numerically. 
In a recent paper, Tsai and Roth [105] derived a sixth degree pol-
ynomial whose real roots give the Revolute-Revolute cranks for three 
finitely separated positions of a rigid body. Their procedure, toge-
ther with the constraining conditions presented in reference [104] give 
a new light for the possibility of finding for the C - C cranks an ex-
plicit expression which will give the Burmester lines corresponding to 
five finitely separated positions of a rigid body. 
The objectives of this chapter are to: 
1) Study the geometry of the "equivalent screw triangle." 
2) Transform the screws $li' i = 2, ••• ,5 from a general coordinate sys-
tem to one in which the z-axis coincides with $12 and the line perpen-
dicular to $12 and $13 coincides with the y-axis. 
3) Find the intersections of the two cubic cones. 
4) Eliminate the screws $12 , $13 , and $23 1 , which are also intersections 
of the two cubic cones, and derive a sixth degree polynomial whose real 
roots yield the ratios of two of the three direction cosines of the 
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Burmester line in the moving frame of reference. 
3.1. Equivalent Screw Triangle 
Let $ .. represent a screw describing the finite displacement of a 
1J 
rigid body I from its ith to jth position. The rigid body moves rela-
tive to fixed rigid body I'. Let A .. represent the screw associated 
1] 
A 
with the moving pair of a crank and F .. represent the screw associated 
1] 
A 
with the fixed pair of the crank. Then, the three screws$ .. , M .. and 
1] 1J 
A 
F .. , as shown by Tsai, describe an equivalent screw triangle, see Fig-
1J 
ure 2. 
The parameters of the screw triangles are 0 . . , a . . , )'1. J' and 1] 1J 
t .. ' u .. ' w .. wher·e e .. ' a . . ' and )' .. are the angles between the 
1] 1J 1] 1] 1] 1] 
. A A 
common normals between the screws$ .. , F .. , and M .. , and t .. , u .. and 
1] 1J 1J 1] 1J 
w .. measure the distance alo~g the axis of the screws. The relation-
1J 
A A 
ships to calculate these parameters when$ .. , F .. and M .. are known are 
1] 1J 1] 




SiJ' - F. . • (S . . x M .. ) tan - = ____ 1_J ___ 1_J ___ 1_J~-
2 (F .. x S .. ) • (S .. x M .. ) 
1] 1] 1] 1] 
a·. F .. • (S .. x M .. ) tan _1J = ___ 1_J._ __ 1_J._ __ 1"'"'J.__ _ 
2 ( S • . x M •• ) • (M. . x F .. ) . 
1] 1] 1] 1J 
)'" 
tan - 1 J 
2 
F .. • (S .. x M .. ) 
1] 1] 1] 
(M .. x F •. ) • (F .. x S .. ) 
1] 1] 1] 1J 
S .. - (S .. 
1] 1] 
M •. ) M .. 
1] 1] 





2 • M •. ) 
1] 
(S .. . F .. ) 
1J 1J 
(S .. . F .. ) 
1] 1] 
F .. 
1J . (G .. - A .. ) 


























M .. - (M .. F .. ) F .. 
lJ lJ lJ lJ 
(G .. Qij) 2 
- -
1 - (M .. . F .. ) lJ 
lJ lJ 
M .. - (M .. s .. ) s .. 
lJ lJ lJ lJ (A .. - Q •. ) 
1 (M .. 
2 lJ lJ - s .. ) 
lJ lJ 
F .. - (F .. s .. ) s .. l] lJ lJ l] 
2 s .. ) 
lJ 
' (A .. - G .. ) -
lJ lJ 1 - (F .. 
lJ 
F .. - (F .. M •. ) M .. 
lJ lJ lJ lJ 
2 
M •. ) 
lJ 











lJ Pm a .. lJ 
w .. 
lJ pf 'Y ij 
parallel to $ .. 
lJ 
" parallel to M.. 
lJ 
" parallel to F .. 
lJ 
a point on $ij 
" a point on M .. 
1.J 
" a point on F .. 
lJ 
" pitch of M.• 
lJ 
" pitch of F .. 
lJ 
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For five positions of the rigid body I moving relative to I 1 , 
there are four independent screws, e. g., $12 , $13 , $14 , and $ 15 . These 
four screws together with the screws ~ .. in I 1 and -A .. in I , yield at 
lJ lJ 
most four equivalent screw triangles. 
By applying Equation (3.la) for j = 2,3,4,5 we obtain a relation-
ship which is a polynomial whose roots are the ratios of the direction 
cosines of the Burmester lines in the moving rigid body 
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The process of algebraic manipulation of the Equation (3. la) writ-
ten four times can be greatly simplified provided we establish a proper 
reference frame to locate in it the four equivalent screw triangles. 
For example, Tsai and Roth [105] forced the $ 12 to coincide with the 
z-axis and the line perpendicular to screws $12 and $13 to coincide 
with the y-axis. 
Since we are dealing with a five position rigid body guidance pro-
blem, we are faced with four independent screws $12 , $13 , $14 , and $15 . 
One proper choice of establishing a suitable frame of reference is the 
same as that employed by Tsai and Roth. The next step is to locate the 
remaining screws $14 and $15 in this newly established frame of refe-
rence x,y,z. The transformation of coordinates, from a general coordi-
nate system X,Y,Z to a new coordinate system x,y,z in which $12 coin-
cides with the z-axis and the line normal to $12 and $13 coincides with 
the y-axis, is presented in the following section. 
3.2. Coordinate Transformation 
In C.hapter II we showed how to find a screw, $ .. , given two posi-
lJ 
tions of a rigid body. In our study we will consider screws $12 , $13 , 
$14' and $15 which displace the rigid body from Il to I2' I 1 to I3' 
Il to I4' and I 1 to Is respectively. In this way, we can keep Il 
as the reference position. 
Given five sets of three non-collinear points corresponding to five 
positions of the moving body, I: , we can find screws $ .. , i = l, j = 
lJ 
2,3,4,5 using Equations (2.1 - 2.10). The system of coordinates X,Y,Z 
can be transformed to a new system of coordinates x,y,z by forcing the 
z-axis to be coincident with $12 , and the y-axis to be coincident with 
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the line which is perpendicular to both $12 and $13 ; see Figure 3. 
x 
Figure 3. Transformation of Coordinates (X,Y,Z to x,y,z) 
The transformation of coordinates is performed using the following 
steps: 
1) Let L12 , L13 , L14 and L15 be lines which are collinear to $12 , $ 13 , 
$14 and $15 respectively. ($12 not parallel to $13). 
2) Find a line La which is perpendicular to $12 and $13 at the same 
time. 
For this purpose, we define P as the point of intersection between 
L12 and La. Similarly, P' is defined as the paint of intersection be-
tween L13 and La. The coordinates of point P are (a12+u12r,b 12+v 12r, 
c12+w12r) and the coordinates of point P' are (a13+u13r 1 ,b 13+v 13r 1 , 
c 13+w13r 1 ) where r is proportional to the distance of P from point (a12 , 
b 12 ,c12), and r' is proportional to the distance of P' from point (a13 , 
29 
Whence the direction cosines, of a line L passing through P 
a 
and P', are proportional to (a 12-a13+u 12r-u13r' ,h 12-h 13+v 12r-v13r', 
cl2-cl3+wl2r-wl3r') 
and 
Since line La is at right angles to L12 and L13 , we have 
ul2 (al2-al3+ul2r-ul3r') + vl2 (bl2-bl3+vl2r-vl3r') + 
+ wl2 (cl2-cl3 +wl2r-wur') = 0 
ul3 (al2-al3+ul2r-ul3r') + vl3 (bl2-bl3+vl2r-vl3r') + 
+ wl3 (cl2-cl3+wl2r-wl3r') = O 
Rewriting these two equations in terms of r and r', we have 
r Ar' + B 0 
- A r r' + C 0 
where 
B ul2 (al2-al3) + vl2 (bl2-bl3) + wl2 (cl2-cl3) 
c ul3 (al2 -al3) + v13 (b 12-b 13) + wl3 (cl2-cl3) 
Solving Equations (3.4) and (3.5) for r and r', we obtain 
r = A C - B 
1 - A2 
r' = A A C - B + C 
1 - A2 
then the coordinates of points P and P' are: 
p: (p 'p 'p ) 
x y z 
AC-B AC-B AC-B 
(al2+ul2 --2 ' bl2+vl2 --2 ' cl2+wl2 --2 ) 
1-A 1-A 1-A 
P': (px',py' ,pz') = (al3+ul3 (A:~=~+ C), bl3+vl3 (A:~=~+ C), 
c13 +w13 (A :~=~ + C) ) 










Notice that point P is the origin of coordinates of the new coor-
dinate system x,y,z. 
The line L which passes through point P and P' is of the form a 
or 
x - p 
x 
p I - p 
x x 




y - p 
p I - p 
y y 




z - p 
z 
p I - p 
z z 






where (Qa,ma,na) are the direction cosines of line La' and are defined 
as: 
Q (p I 
a x 
p ) 
x I s23 
m (p I py) I s23 a y 
n (p I P ) I s23 a z z 
VcP I - p ) 2 + (p I 2 + (p I - p )2 s23 = - p ) x x y y z z 
here s 23 is the distance between P and P'. 
In the event that $12 intersects $13 , we can find the direction 
cosines (Q ,m ,n ) of line L from Appendix A, by using sgn = 1, and 
a a a a 
lines L12 (u12 ,v12 ,w12 ) and L13 (u13 ,v13 ,w13 ) as the intersecting lines. 
3) Find a line Lb that is perpendicular to $12 and La. 
We can find the direction cosines (Qb,mb,nb) of line Lb from Appen-
as the intersecting lines. Since we waut line Lb to pass through point 
P with coordinates (p ,p ,p ) , line Lb will be of the form 
x y z 
x - p 
x 
y - p 
y 
(3.12) 
4) Determine the direction cosines of $ $ $ and $ in the 
12' 13' 14' 15 
transformed coordinate system. 
Since we have forced the z-axis, of the transformed coordinate 
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system, to coincide with $12 , the new direction cosines of this screw 
are (0,0,1). We also chose (p ,p ,p ) as a point on $12 and as the ori-x y z 
gin of coordinates of the transformed coordinate system, therefore, the 
coordinates of this point relative to the new system are (O,O,O). 
The direction cosines for $13 , $14 , and $15 in the transformed 
coordinate system are: 
u23 une b + v13mb + w13 nb 
v23 0 (since $13 is perpendicular to L 
) 
a 
w23 u12u13 + v12v13 + w12w13 
u24 u14Q b + v14mb + w14nb 
v24 u14Q a + v14ma + w14na 
w24 u12u14 + v12vl4 + w12w14 
u25 u15Q b + v15mb + w15nb 
v25 u15Q a + v15ma + w15na 
w25 u12u15 + v12v15 + w12w15 
3.3 Intersection of Two Cubic Cones 
Once the transformation of coordinates has been completed, we are 
ready to locate the lines of intersection of two cubic cones, see Fig-
ure 4. First, we need to refer to Figure 2 and Equation (3.la). In 
this equation, M .. = (M ,M ,M ), F .. = (F ,F ,F) and S .. = s 1 ., j = lJ x y z lJ x y z lJ J 
2, .•. ,5 which are the direction cosines of $lj' j = 2, ... ,5. 
For j = 2 in Equation (3.la) we obtain 
[(F ,F ,F) x (0,0,1)] · x y z 
1 012 [(0,0,1) x (M ,M ,M) tan -2 + x y z 
+ ( F , F , F ) • [ ( 0 , 0 , 1 ) x (M , M , M ) ] = 0 
x y z x y z 
which simplifies into 
(Mxtan ~12 + My) Fx + (Mytan ~12 M ) F x y 0 
x 
Figure 4. Intersections of Two Cubic Cones 
Rewriting this equation and proceeding similarly for j 
ly obtain the following expressions13 : 
alFx + a 2Fy 0 
a3Fx + a 4Fy + a5Fz 0 
a6Fx + a 7Fy + a8Fz 0 







13 Provided not all the screws are parallel (planar case), and 01 2 
# 0 or 180 degrees. 
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where 
al Mxnl +M y 
a2 Mynl - M x 
a3 - w23 (m1n2 + My) 
a4 = m1 - Myn2 
as = u23 (mln2 + M) y 
a6 (v24m2 + w24m3) n3 + m4 
a7 = (w24m4 - u24m2) n3 - m3 
as -(u24m3 + v24m4) n3 + m2 
a9 (v2SmS + w2Sm6) n4 + m7 
alO (w2Sm7 - u2SmS) n4 - m6 
all -(u2Sm6 + v2Sm7) n4 + ms 
and 
ml w 23Mx - u23Mz 
m2 -(v M -24 x u24My) 
m3 -(w24Mx u24Mz) 
m4 -(w24My v24Mz) 
ms -(v2SMx u2SMy) 
m6 -(w M -2S x u2SMz) 
m7 -(w2SMy v2SMz) 
012 
Ill = tan -2 
013 
n2 tan -2 
014 
n3 tan -2 
01s 
n = tan -4 2 
In order to find a compatible solution for F ' F and F ' so that x y z 
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all four Equations (3.13 - 3.1~ will be satisfied simultaneously, let 
us consider first for j = 2,3,4, Equations (3.13 - 3.15); i.e. 
al a2 0 
a3 a4 as 0 (3.17) 
a6 a7 as 
and then for j 2,3,5, Equations (3.13), (3. 14) and (3 .16); i. e. 
0 
0 (3.18) 
a9 alO all 
Equations (3.17) and (3.18) when expanded result in the following cubic 
polynomials 14: 
2 2 
Q n + T41 Qm + T51 £mn + 
2 2 
+ T81 m n + T91 mn = O (3.19) 
and 
2 
Qm + T52 Qmn + 
2 
+ T92 mn = 0 (3.20) 
where for simplicity (Q,m,n) = (Mx,My,M2 ), and coefficients Til and TiZ' 
i = 1, .•• ,9 are defined in Table V. 
An examination of Equations (3.19) and (3.20) shows that the coef-
ficients of the n3 term have vanished (these coefficients would not have 
vanished, had we not used the direction cosines in the transformed coor-
dinate system). In this study, we desire to find the intersections of 
the two cubic cones shown above, and at the same time eliminate the un-
desired roots. 
14 
These two cubic polynomials are the equations of two cubic cones 
which are the space analogs to the planar circle-point curves. 
TABLE V 
COEFFICIENTS OF THE CUBIC CONES 
2 
Tl l = w23 [n2 (v24 - C4)J + "23W23 [n2 (c3 - n l (w2.J + c6))] + w23 [n l (c4 - v24)] 
2 
T2l = w23 [n2 (nl (c4 - "24> - (c5 +u24l)] + "23"'23 [n2cl.'l] + "23 lc3 - 0 1 (c6 +w24>l + 
+ w23 [nl (u24 + c;)l + [nln2 (v24 - c4ll 
T31 = "2/ [n2 (nl (c6 +w24) - c3)] + w2/ [n2cl] + "23w23 [n2 (nl (u24 - cs) - 2 v24)] + 
+ "23 [nl (v24 - c4)] + w23 [- 0 (tl 
T41 
2 
w23 [11102 (u24 +c.'i)] + "2.'3w2:l [n2 (nl (cl, - w24) +c2)] + "n lcnl + 
_,_ "'23 111 t (c.J - "24)] - 111 2 ((v24 - "4) - 11 l (c'i + "24))] 
T5l "2:i 2 [- 02"131 + w23 2 [- 0 ! 112cl] + "2:lw23 [Z l12Cl41 + "2·3 [- 2 11:3w24cl4] + l 11 111 2c1] 
2 
T61 "23 ln2 (l13w24cl.J + (v24 - 11 1"24))] + "23w23 I- n2cl] + "2.'3 ln1c) 
T71 = "23 [nl (c6 - w24) +c2] + w2:3 [nl (c'i +u24)] + [- 0 2 (u24 +c'i)] 
2 
TS!= "23 [n2 (nl (w24 - er) - c_2) + "23w2:3 [- 11 l11 2 (u24 +c)J + u2'.l [11 ! (v24 +c4) - 2 co)+ 
+ "23 [- 11 1"11 + [n2cl] 
T91 = "2/ 111 2 (- 11 ! (c.J + v24) + (c.'i - "24))] + u23w2.'3 l11 111 2c1l + "2:3 lc1l 
and 
? 
cl 11:1 (I - "'24 -) c_ -:c 11.) \ :2-l \\'2-l ? 
- = 11 (I - \ 2) 
L2 .3 2-1 c6 11·3"24 '24 





= n (l-w_2) 
4 2? 
c4 = 113"24w24 
? 
CR = 11 4 (I - "21-) 
Tl2 = w23 2 [n2 (v25 - c!O)] + "23w23 [n2 (c9 - 0 1 (w2.S + cl2))] + w23 [nl (c!O - "2s>l 
2 
T22 = w23 [n2 (nl (c!O - v25) - (ell +u2)>l + "23w23 [n2c!5] + "23 [- 0 1 (cl2 + w2» +c9] + 
+ w23 [nl (u25 +ell)]+ [nln2 (v25 - c!O)] 
T32 = "2.'l 2 [n2 (11 1 (cl2 + w24) - c9)] + "'23 2 [n2c7) + u2:Jw23 [11 2 (n I (u2'i - ell) - 2 ,.2'i)] + 
+ "23 [n 1 (vzs - c!O)) + w23 I - n (7l 
T 42 = w2/!n 1n2 (u25 +cll)] +u2.'lw2,in2 (n 1 (c12 -w2';>+cH)] +uz:ilcJ.'il + 
+ w23 [nl (c!O - "2)l + [n2 ((v25 - "tu) - 11 l (ell +u2'ill] 
1 s2= "z/!- n2cl5) + w2/ [- 11 111 2c7) _,_ "2:3"'23 [2 11 2cl6] - "z:il- 2114"2.'ic[(J - l 11 {'2'·J 
T62= "2/ 111 2 (n4w25cl6 +(v25 - 11 1"25))) + "23w23 [- l12c7] + "23 [nlc7] 
T72 = "23 [nl (cl2 -w25)+c8] + w23 [nl (ell +u2S)l + [- 11 2 (ell+ "2s)] 
T82 = "2/ [11 2 (nl (w2.'i - cl2) - cR) + u2.'3w2l [- 11 1112 (u2.'i +ell)]+ "21 [nl (v2."i +clO) - 2 ell]+ 
+ w 2:J [ - n {;l + [n 2c7 J 
2 
T92 = "2:i ln2 ((ell - "zc) - 11 1 (c10+ 1'21))]-'- "2:i"2.'3 l 11 111 2c7l + "2:i k9l 





n [11 (u 2 . 2 ' ' J :3 l 24 - \ 24 ) - - "2-1 2.J 
c!O 11 u w c = LI ....:... ll \' -+ 2.5 25 14 24 I 24 
ell = 11 -+v25w25 c!.5 
[ n (u 2 ' 2 ., · ] 11 -t l 25 - \ 25 ) - - u2:; \ 2.'S 




In our case, we observe that Equations (3.17) and (3.18) both con-
tain j = 2, 3; in other words both cubic cones represented by Equations 
(3.19) and (3.20) contain $12 and $13 . Since these two screws are com-
pletely described in the transformed coordinate system (see Section 3.2), 
we can always find a third screw15 $ ' (also contained in both cubic 
23 
cones) with dire~tion cosines [105] 
(-u 23 tan 013 
2 





( 3. 2) 
which is the screw, in the first position, fixed in the moving frame of 
reference which will coincide with $23 when the moving frame of refer-
ence is in position 2 or 3. 
The three screws $12 , $13 , an~ $ 23 1 are the undesired roots which 
we must eliminate from the intersection of the two cubic cones. At this 
point, we can simplify Equations (3.19) and (3.20) to eliminate the terms 
inn and n 2 • For this, we first need to rewrite these equations in the 
following form: 
2 2 
u 23 n) (S 1Q + s2m) + (w23 Q - u 23 n) (S 3Q + s4Qm + 
2 2 2 3 
+ s5m ) + s6£ m + s7Qm + s8m = 0 (3.22) 
2 
(S11£ + S12Qm + 
= 0 (3.23) 
where S., i 
l 
1, ••• ,16 are defined in Table VI. 
Now, to eliminate n from equations (3.22) and (3.23), let us define 
15 
T = w23Q - u23n 
R1 = s1 Q + s 2m 
The geometrical construction for determining a single screw 
equivalent to two successive screws is known as Halphen's theorem [62]. 
TABLE VI 
DEFINITION OF S., i 
1. 
1, ••. ,16 
sl kl nl + k2 
s2 - k2 nl + kl 
s3 k 3 n 1 + k 4 
s9 = k1s nl + kl6 
SlO - kl6 nl + klS 
s11 kl7 nl + k1s 
s4 (ks - k4) nl + k6 
SS k7 nl + kS 
sl2 (k22 - klS) Ill + k20 
sl3 k21 Ill + k22 
s6 k9 nl + klO sl4 k23 Ill + k24 
s7 (kl4 - klO) nl + (k9 - kl3) 
SS kl3 nl + kl4 
SlS (k2S - k24) nl + (k23 - k27) 









k = s 
n2 es 
ks - k4 
n2 (e3 - e7) + 2 (e4 + v24) 
n2 e7 - e2 
n2 (e9 - el) + e6 





















el c/u23 elO 
e2 c4 + v24 - clw23/u23 ell 
e3 = w23(u24 - cs) - u23(c6 + w24) el2 
e4 c4 - v24 - clw23/u23 el3 
2 
es u23c3 - 2c4w23 + clw23 /u23 el4 
e6 2cS elS 
e7 u23(c6 - w24) + w23(cS + u24) el6 
es - (cs + u24) el7 
n2 (elS + el7) + elO 
n2 ell 
n2 el2 + el3 
n2 el4 
k22 - klS 
n2 (el2 - el6) + 2 (el3 + v2S) 
n2 el6 - ell 
n2 (elS - elO) + elS 





n2 el7 + elS 
u23c9 
2c 11 
u23(cl2 - w2S) 






R2 s 3£ + s 4£m + 
R3 
2 
s 6£ m + S/m 
2 
+ s 8m 
3 
R4 s9£ + s 10m 
2 
+ s12Qm + 
2 
RS s11Q s 13 m 
R6 
2 




This wi 11 permit us to rewrite these equations in the following form: 
T2 
Rl + T R2 + R3 0 (J . 24) 
T2 
R4 + T RS + R6 0 (3.25) 
From the above, we can eliminate T by ap~lying Sylvester's technique, thus 
Rl R2 R3 0 
0 Rl R2 R3 
0 (3.26) 
R4 RS R6 0 
0 R4 RS R6 
Expanding this determinant, we obtain a polynomial of degree seven, which 
is independent of any n-components, and at the same time does not contain 
the roots corresponding to $12 and $13 (this is true, since T is implic-
itly a function of $12 and $13). This seventh degree polynomial is of 
the form 
p7 6 s b 4 3 b 2 b 0 ho + bl P + b2 P + 3 P + b4 P + s P + 6 P + b7 = 
where (3.27) 
p = Q /m 
Equation (3.21) gives the direction cosines (£,m,n) of $23 1 • By 
dividing £/m in this equation, we obtain p = -l/n 1 . By definition, 
39 
p Q/m, therefore, (p n 1 + 1) = 0 must be a root of Equation (3.27). 
Since we know each of the coefficients bi, i = 1, ... ,7 of Equation 
(3.27) and the root (p n 1 + 1) corresponding to $23 ', we can eliminate 
this root from the seventh degree polynomial by synthetic division. This 
is not a simple task, since the coefficients of Equation (3. 27) are very 
large, and the synthetic division must be carried out explicitly. The 
following steps outline the procedure used in this investigation: 
1) We start by writing Equation (3.27) in the following form 
(p n 1 + 1) (go P6 + gl PS + g2 p4 + p3 + g 
2 
+ gs P + g6) = 0 g3 4 p 
(3.28) 
2) Then the coefficients corresponding to each of the powers of p for 
both Equations (3.27) and (3.28) are: 
p7: go nl bo 
p6: gl nl + go b1 
ps: g2 nl + gl b2 
4 + b3 p : g3 nl g2 
3 
p : g4 nl + g3 b4 
2 
p : gs nl + g4 bs 
1 + b6 p : g6 nl gs 
o. p . g6 b7 
3) To determine g0 , let b0 = g0n 1 + R. From this relationship, g0 and R 
can be found 16 ; here R is zero, the n 14 term is also zero, and g0 = 
3 2 0 f(n 1 ,n1 ,n1,n1 ). 
4) To find gi' i = 1, ... ,6 , we have that bi - gi-l = ginl + R, i = 1, 
... ' 6. 
. 4 3 
Here again we find that the n 1 terms are zero, and gi = f(n 1 , 
2 0 n 1 ,n1,n 1 ). (p n 1 + 1) is indeed a root of Equation (3.27) since g6 
16 This was accomplished with the computational system ALFRED[l08 ]. 
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is equal to b 7. 
The resulting polynomial, independent of screws, is of the form 
5 
+ g p 
l 
3 2 
+ g 3 p + g4 p + g 5 p + g 6 = 0 (3 .29) 
where the coefficients gi, i ·= 0, ••• ,6 are defined in Table VII. 
The real roots of this sixth degree polynomial (3.29), give the 
ratios Q /m of the direction cosines (Q ,m,n) of the Burmester lines in 
the moving rigid body. In order to completely describe these direction 
cosines, we first divide Equation (3.19) by m3 , define£ /mas p, and 
n/m as q. Then, since all direction cosines must satisfy the condition 
2 2 2 
Q + m 1- n "' 1, we find that 
m = 1 1/p2 + q2 + 1 
and 
Q p m 
n q m 
The following reasoning was used to check if equation (3.29) is 
truly correct (see also Appendix E): 
1) We checked Roth's [62] results with his own cubic polynomials. We 
found that the direction cosines of the moving Burmester lines given 
in his paper, when substituted in one of the cubic polynomials, force 
this polynomial to be equal to zero (to 5 significant digits). Since 
the direction cosines of the Burmester lines must force the cubic 
polynomials to be equal to zero, we conclude that his results are 
correct. 
2) We transformed the Burmester lines given by Roth [ 62 ] into the new 
coordinate system derived in Section 3.2; then we substituted the 
transformed direction cosines corresponding to the Burmester lines 
into Equations (3.19) and (3.20), and we found that they are equal 
to zero (to 5 significant digits). Here again, since the direction 
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cosines of the Burmester lines must force the transformed cubic poly-
nomial to be equal to zero, we conclude that equations (3.19) and 
(3.20) are correct. 
3) Next, we defined Ri, i 1, .•. ,6 by rewriting the cubic polynomials 
(3.19) and (3. 20) in the form given by Equations (3. 24) and (3. 25). 
The 4 x 4 determinant. given by Equation (3.26) must reduce to zero 
if the R. are correct. By substituting the transformed direction co-
1 
sines corresponding to the Burmester lines in the Ri, we find that 
the 4 x 4 determinant given by Equation (3.26) is indeed equal to 
zero (to 5 significant digits). Therefore, we can conclude that 
equation (3.26) is correct. 
4) Expansion of Equation (3.26) resulted in a seventh degree polynomial 
given in Equation (3.27). By using synthetic division we eliminated 
root (pn1 + 1) from Equation (3.27) and obtained the sixth degree 
polynomial given in Equation (3.29). Since the residue after syn-
thetic division is zero, we conclude that (pn 1 + 1) is indeed a root 
of Equation (3.27). 
5) Using Roth's [62] example, we found that the ratios Q/m found from 
the sixth degree polynomial (3.29) are in disagreement with the ratios 
£/m corresponding to the transformed Burmester lines given by' Roth. 
This disagreement can be justified by considering the amount of 
truncation and round-off errors that appear in the evaluation of 
each of the coefficients of the sixth degree polynomial (3.29). 
Nevertheless, the number of Burmester lines found with our procedure 
agrees exactly with Roth's. 
The computational expenses to obtain Equation (3.29) were extremely 
high. There is still one more level of substitution, namely substituting 
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the k's by the e's as defined in Table VI. This portion of the research 
is left for the future generation of computers. Once the k's are sub-
2 
stituted by the e's, we expect (n2 + 1) to factor out of Equation 
(3.29), thus simplifying the coefficients of the polynomial even more. 
Once this stage is reached, there is no limit on the research opportu-
nities that Burmester theory in spatial kinematics can provide. 
The procedure to determine the direction cosines of the Burmester 
lines in the fixed frame of reference, as well as the procedures to 
determine the locations of the Burmester lines in the fixed and the 
moving frames of reference are already available in the literature. 
These procedures are included in Appendices B, C and D for the sake of 
completeness. 
TABLE VII 
COEFFICIENTS OF THE SIXTH DEGREE POLYNOMIAL 
T03 
3 
go nl + T02 Ill 
2 + TOI nl + Too 
T13 
3 + Tl2 
2 + Tll + TlO gl nl nl nl 
3 2 
g2 T23 nl + T22 nl + T21 nl + T2o 
3 
g3 T33 Ill + T32 nl 
2 
+ T31 nl + T30 
3 
g4 T43 nl + T42 nl 
2 
+ T41 nl + T40 
3 2 
gs = TS3 nl + TS2 nl + TSl nl + Tso 
T63 
3 + T62 
2 
+ T61 + T60 g6 n nl nl 1 
and Tij' i 0, •.. ,6' j = 0, ... ,3 are 17 
17 In the following, * stands for multiplication and ** stands 
for exponentiation. 





TOl = -Kl*K3*KlB*K24-Kl*K4*Kl7*K24-Kl*K4*KlB*K23+Kl*K9*Kl8**2+2* 








Tl3 = Kl*K3*Kl 7*K24-Kl*KJ *Kl 7*K28+K l*K 3*K l8*K23-Kl*\ 3*K22*K23+K l 




K28* K3*~'2-Kl6*K23*K 3**2+K1**2 *KZ 3 **2 +K 9**2*K 15**2 
T12 = 2*Kl*K2*K23**2-Kl*K3*Kl7*K23+Kl*K3*Kl7*K27+2*Kl•K3*Klb*K24 
-Kl* K3* Kl 8* K2 d-Kl *K3*K20*K2 3-Kl*K3*K22 *K24+2*K l *K 4*K l 7*K 24- K l*K 4*K l 7* 
K28+2*Kl*K4*Kl8*K23-Kl*K4*K22*K23-Kl*K6*Kl7*K23-Kl*K8*Kl7*K24-Kl*K8*Kl8 










K8*K 9*K l 5*K 18-K 8 *K 9*Kl6*Kl l-KS* K 10* Kl 5 *Kl 7+2*K 9*Kl O*Kl5 **2 +2 *l{ 15 *Kl6 *K9 
**2+Kl5*K23*K3**2-2*Kl5*K23*K4**2-Kl5*K27*K3**2-2*Kl6*K24*K3**2+Kl6*K28 
*K3**2+2*K23*K24*Kl**2 
T 11 "' 4*K l *K2*K2 3•K24-K 1*K3*K 18 *K 23+K 1*K3*Kl8*K21-K 1 * K3* Kl O* K24-
Kl * K 4* Kl 7* K23+Kl *K4*Kl 7*KZ 7+3~K l *K4* Kl B*K24-Kl *K4 *Kl8 *K28-K l *K 4*K 20*K 23 




* K3 * K22* K24 +3*K2 *Kit *Kl 7 *K24-K2*K4*K l 7*K28 +3 •,'( 2 *K 4*K ld*K 23-< 2 *K 4*K 2 2*K23 
-K2 *K6 *K 17 *K 23-K 2*K8*K17* K24-K2* K 8* Kl 8 *KZ 3-2*KZ*K9 *Kl 5*KZ4-2 *K2 *Ki *Kl 6 * 
K23+2*K2*K9*Kl7*K20+2*K2*K9*Kl8*K22-3*K2*K9*Kl8**2-2*K2*KlO*Kl5*K23-o* 






*K 15 *K 2 2+3 *K 4*K l O*K 16*K l 7+K 4* K l3*Kl ::i*Kl 7-K4*Kl 4*Kl 5*Kl8-K4*Kl4 *Kl 6*K1 7-
K6*K9*Kl 5*Kl 8-K6 *K9 *K l6*Kl7-K6*K lD*K l 5*K l7-K8*K9*K 16*Kl 8-K8 *Kl O*Kl 5* Kl 8 
-K8*KlO*Kl6*Kl7•4*K9*KlO*Kl5*Kl6-3*Kl5*K24*K4**2+Kl5*K28*K4**2-3*Kl6* 
K23*K4**2-Kl6*K27*K3**2+Kl**2*K24**2+K2**2*K2J**2+K9**2*Kl&**2+Kl0**2* 
Kl 5 * *2 
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TABLE VII (continued) 




K2 3-K2 *KB* Kl ti* K24-2 *K2 *K~ *Kl6 *KZ'o +?.* K2 *K 9 *K lti*K 20-2 *K 2*K l 'J*K 15 *K 24-2 *K 2 
''K 10 *Kl 6*K2.3+ 2*K 2*K1 O*K l l*K 20+2* K2* 1<.l 0¥Kl B*K22-K2 *Kl O*Kl 7 **2 -4 *K2 *Kl 0 * 
Kl8**2-Z*K2*Kl3*Kl7*K18+K2*K14*Kl8**2-2*K3*K4*K16*K27+2*K3*K6*Kl6*K24+ 
K 3* Kl O*Kl 6* Kl 7-K 3* KlO*K l6*K2 0 +K 3*Kl 3*K16*K18 +2 *K4 *Kb *Kl 5*KZ 4+2 *K 4*K 6* 










¥K 15 >IK2 3+<t*K l*K l O*K l 7~'K l 8-4*K l*K l O* K 17*K22+1<.l *Kl3 *Kl 7**2-2* Kl* K 14* Kl ':i* 
K23-4*Kl*Kl4*Kl7*Kl8+4*Kl*Kl4*K17*K22-KZ*K3•Kl7*K24+K2*K3*Kl/*K28-K2*K3 
'"Kl 8*K 2 3+K 2*K 3*K 22* KL 3-"2 *K4*Kl 7*K2 3 + K2*KtJ "Kl l *KZ 3+2 *K2 *K 9*K15 *K 2 3 +2 ''K 2 
*K9*Kl7*KlB-2*K2*K9*Kl7*K22+K2*KlO*Kl7**2-K2*Kl4*Kl7**2+2*K3*K4*Kl5*K24 
-2* K 3* K4* Kl5 *K2 d +2 * K3*K4 *Kl 6*K2 3 t-2*K3*K7 *Kl 5*K 23-2 *K 3 *K d*K l 5*K 24+ 2*K 3* 
K8*Kl5*K28-2*K3*KB*Kl6*K23-K3*K9*Kl5*K21-K~*K9*Kl6*K.lo+K3*K9*Kl6*K22-K3 
*Kl 0 *Kl 5*K l 8+K 3*Kl0 *K 15 *K22-K 3*K lO*K 16 *K 17-K3*Kl 3*K 15*K 17+ K 3*K 14* K 15* 
Kl8-K3*Kl4*Kl5*K22+K3*Kl4*Klb*K17-2*K4*KB*Kl':i*K23-K4*K9*Kl5*Kl8+K4*K9* 
Kl 'l *K2 2-K 4*K •; *K l6*K 17-K 4~'K l O*K l :.l*Kl l+ K't*Kl 4* Kl 5* Kl 7-K7 * K9* Kl 5* Kl 7 +KB*K9 
*Kl5*Kl8-KB*K9*Kl5*K22+Kd*K9*Kl6*Kl7+KB*Kl0*Kl5*Kl7-K8*Kl4*Kl5*Kl7-2*K9 
•KlO*Kl5**2+2*K9*Kl4*Ki5**2-2*K15*Kl6*K9**2+Kl5*K23*K4**2+Kl5*K23*K8**2 
+K 15 *K27*K 3**2+K lo*K 24*K 3 **2-K 16 *K 28*K 3**2- 2*K23* K24*Kl **2+ 2*K23*K28* Kl 
**2 
T22 = -8*Kl*KZ*K2l*K24+4*Kl*K2*K23*K28-Kl*K3*Kl7*K2d+Kl*K3*KlB* 
K23-2*Kl*K3*Kld*K27+Kl*K3*K20•K24-Kl*K3*K20*K28-Kl*K3*K2l*K24-2*Kl*K3* 
K22 *K23+K l *K 3 *K22 *K2 7+K !" K4*K 17* K2 3-2* Kl *K't*Kl 7*K2 7-J*Kl *K't *Kl 8*KL<t+2 * 
Kl*K4*Kl8*K2B+Kl*K4*K20*K23-Kl*K4*K2l*K23+2*Kl*K4*K22*K24-Kl*K4*K22*K28 
+Kl*K6*Kl7*K24-Kl*K6*Kl7*K28+Kl*K6*Kl8*K2J-Kl*K6*K22*K23-KlfK7*Kl7*K24-
K l *K 7*K 18 *K23- 2*K l*K 8*K l 7*K23+K l*K B*Kl 7* KL 7+2 *Kl *KB*KHl*KZ4-Kl *KB* Kl 8* 
K28-Kl*KB*K20*KZ3-Kl*K8*K22*K24-6*Kl*K9*Kl5*K23+2*Kl*K9*KlS*K27+4*Kl*K9 
*Kl o*K24-2*K l* K 9*Kl 6*K2 8-2* Kl *K9* Kl 7*Kl8 +'t *Kl *Kil *Kl 7 *K22-2*K l*K9 *K 18* 













K 3*K 6*K 16*K23+ 2*K3*K 7 *Kl 5*K2 4+2 * K3~'K7 * Kl6* KZ 3 +4 *KJ *KS *K 15 *K 2 3-Z*K 3 *K ti* 
Kl 5 * K2 7-4*K3 *KB*K 16 *K 24+ 2*K 3*K o*K l6*K 2 8+K3'1'K 9*K l 5*K 18-2* K3* K9* Kl 'l* K2 2 + 
K3* K 9•Kl 6* K2 O-K3* K9*K16 *K21 +K3* Kl O*«l 5 *K20-K 3 *K D *K 15 *i< 21-3 *K 3 *K 10 *K 16* 
K ltl + 2*K 3 *K 10 *Kl 6*K 22- Z*K 3 *K 13*K l 'l*K l d+ K3'-'Kl 3* Kl 5* K2 2-Z* K3* Kl 3* Kl 6* Kl 7-
K3* I<. 14 •Kl 5 *Kl 7-K 3*K 14*K 15 *K ZO+Z*K 3*1<. 14 *K l6*K l d-K3 *K l4*K l6*K 22-2* K4*K6* 
Kl:>"' K2 3• 2* K4* K 7* Kl 5*K2:;-4*K4*K8« Kl 5 * K2 4+2*K4*Kil *K 15 *KZb-4*< 4 *K 8*K 16*K 23 
+K4 *K9 *Kl 5*K 17+K4':<K 9*K l 5*K 2 O-K4 *K 9*K 15 *K2 l-3* K4*K 9*K 16* Kl .;J+ 2*K4*K 9*Kl6* 




*K 6 *K9 *K 16*K 18-KB*•'- 9*K 16-•11.22+ 2''K d* Kl O* Kl 5*Kl b-KB* Kl O*Kl 5 *K2 2 +2 *KB *Kl O* 
Klo*Kl 1+K8*Kl3*Kl5*Kl7-Kd*i<l4*K l '.>*K lb-KB*K l4*K 16*Kl 7-8*K9*KlCJ*Kl5''Kl6-2 
*K9*Kl3*Kl5**2•4*K9*Kl4*Kl5*Kl6t-Z*Kl0*Kl4*Kl5**2+3*Kl5*K24*K4**2+Kl5* 




TABLE VII (continued) 
TZl = -'*Kl*KZ*KZ3*KZ7+4*Kl*KZ*K24*K28+4*Kl*K2*KZ3**Z-6*Kl*K2* 
K24**Z-Kl*K3*Kl8*KZ8-Kl*K3*K20*K23+Kl*K3*KZJ*K27-Kl*K3*KZZ*K24-Kl*K4* 
Kl7*K2B+Z*Kl*K4*Kl8*K23-3*Kl*K4*KlB*KZ7+2*Kl*K4*K20*K24-Kl*K4*KZO*K28-
K l*K 4*K2l*K24-'2* Kl* K4 *K22*i<.2 3+Kl *K4*K2 2*K2 7-K l *K6*K17 *K 23+( l *K 6*K l 7*K 27 
+2*Kl*K6*Kl8*K24-Kl*i<.6*Kl8*K2d-Kl*K6*K20*K23-Kl*K6*K22*K2,-Kl*K7*Kl8* 
K24-Kl *Kt! *Kl 7*K24-2 *K l*KB *K lB*K 2 3+K l *K <l*K l8*K2 7-K l*K 8*K 20*K 24-4* K l*K9* 
K 15* K24-4* Kl* K9* Kl6*K23+2*Kl *K'i* Kl 6*K<: 7 +2 *Kl *KY *K 17 *K2'l +4*K l *K9 *Kl B*K 22 
-Z*K l*K 9*K18**2+K l*K 9*K 20**2-4*K l *Kl O* Kl5* K23+2* Kl* Kl 0* Kl 5 * KZ7 +4*K l* KlO 




*KZO*K 28-K 2•K3*K 2 l*K24-K2 *K3 *KZZ*K23+K 2•K3*K2 2 '•K2 7-3*KZ *K4*K l 7 *<. 27-6 •KZ 
*K4*Kl8*K24+3*KZ*K4*Kl8*K28+2*K2*K4*K20*K23-K2*K4*K2l*KZ3+3*K2*K4*K22* 
K24-KZ*K4*K22*K28+2•KZ*Kb*Kl7*K24-K2*K6*Kl7*K28+2*K2*K6*Kl8*K23-K2*K6* 





KZ*K 10 *Kl 7**2+6*K2 *KlO*K l8**2+K 2''Kl O*K22**2•2 * K2* Kl3 *Kl 5 *KZ 3 +o *K2 *Kl 3 * 
Kl7•Kl8-Z*K2*Kl3*Kl7*K22-2*KZ*Kl4*Kl5*K24-2*KZ*Kl4*Kl6*K23•2*KZ*Kl4*Kl7 
*K20+2*KZ*Kl4*Kl8*K22-3*K2*Kl4*Kld**2+2*K3*K4*Kl5*KZ8+6*K3*K4*Kl6*KZ7+2 
*K3 *K6 *Kl 5*K 23- Z*K 3*K6*K l 5*K 2 7-4*K3*K6*Klo*K24+2 *K3 *K6*Kl6 *KZU +2* K3•K7* 
Kl6 * K24+2*K3 *K8*K15*K24+2*K 3*K8*K l6*K2 3-Z*K 3*K d*K l6*K27-K3* K 9* Kl 5* K2 O-
K 3* K 9*Kl 6* K22-K3* Kl O* Kl 5* K22-2*K3*Kl 0* Kl 6* Kl 1 +2*K3 *KlO *K l6*K 20-K 3*K 10* 
K 16*K2l+K3*K13 *K 15•KZO- 3*K 3*K 13 *Kl 6*Kl d+K3*Kl3*K16* K22-K3*K 14* Kl 5* Kl 8-
K3* K l4*Kl6*K20-4*K4*K6*K15*K24+2*K 4*K6*K15*K2 8-4*K4*K 6*K lt>*K 2 3+ 2*K4*K7* 
Kl 5*K24+2*K4*K 7*Kl6*K23+4*K4* KU* Kl 5* KZ 3-2*K4*K8 *Kl5*K2 7-6 *<- 4 *K 8 *K lo*K24 
+2*K4*KB*Kl6*K28+2*K4*K9*Kl5*Kl8-2*K4*K9*Kl5*K22+2*K4*K9*Klo*K20-K4*K9* 
Kl6• K21 +2 *K4*Kl O*Kl 5 *K2 0-K4*K.l0 *Kl:> *K2 l-6*K4*K lO*K l6*K 18+ 3 *K 1t*K l O*K 16* 
K 22- 3*K4*K 13*K15 *K UHK4*K 13*Kl5*K22-3* K4*Kl 3*K l6*Kl 7-K4*Kl4 *Kl 5~' Kl 7-K4 * 
Kl4*Kl5*K20+3•K4*Kl4*Kl6*Kl8-K4*Kl4*Kl6*K22+2*K6*K8*Kl5*K26+2*K6*K8*Kl6 
*K23-K6*K9*Kl5*Kl7-K6*K9*Kl5*K20+2*K6*K9*Kl6*Kl8-K6*K9*Kl6*K22+2*K6*Kl0 
*Kl 5 ~ ld-K6*K lO•K l 5*K22+ 2•K 6*K 1O*Klo*K17+ Ko*Kl3*Kl5* Kl 7-Kb* Kl4 *Kl 5•K l&-
K6*K 14*Kl6*Kl 7-K 7*K9*K 16*K 18-K 7 *K lO*K l 5*K 18-K l*K lO*K l6*K 17- Z*K b*K 9*K 15* 
Kl.8- Kl;l*K'1* Kl 6* Kl 7-Kd*K9*Kl o*K20-K8* Kl C *Kl 5*Kl 7-K8 *K,10*K15*1\ 20+ 3>:<K 8"'1<. 10 * 
K 16 t.•Kl.8-K H*K l O*K 16*K 22+K 8*K13 *Kl 5*K 18+ Ktl*Kl3*K l6*K l 7-K8* Kl4* Kl 6*Kl 8+4* 
K9*KlO*Kl5*•2-6*K9*KlO•Kl6**2-4*K9*Kl3*Kl5*Kl6+2*K9*Kl4*Kl6**2-2*Kl0* 
Kll*Kl5**2+4*KlO*Kl4*Kl5•Kl6+4*Kl5*Kl6*KY**2-6*Kl5*K16*Kl0**2-2*Kl5*K23 
*K4 * *2 +Kl 5*K23 *K6 **2+3 *K 15*K 27*K 4*•2+2 *K lt>*K24*K3** 2+6*K 16* K24 *K4**2 + 
Kl6* KZ4*K8**2-3 *Kl6*K28 *K4**2 +4*K2 3*K24*K1**2-6*K 23*K24 *KZ**Z+ Z*K 2 3*K Zd 
*K 2* :+2- 2 *K24*K2 7 *Kl** 2 
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TABLE VII (continued) 
T20 = 4*Kl*K2*K23*K24-4*Kl*K2*K24*K27-Kl*K4*Kl8*K28-Kl*K4*K20* 
K23+Kl*K4*K20*K27-Kl*K4*K22*K24-Kl*K6*Kl8*K23+Kl*K6*Kl8*K2T-Kl*K6*K20* 
K24- Kl*KB*Kl 8*K24-2 *K l*K9 *K l6*K 24 +2 *Kl *K '>l*K l8*K20- 2*K l*K 10* Kl 5*K24-2*Kl 
*K 10 *K l6*K 23+2*K l*K lO•i<.l 6*K2 7+2 *Kl *KlO *KlB *K2 2+Kl •KlO*K20**2 +2 *Kl *K 13 * 
Kl1>*K24-2*K l *K 13 *Kl 8*K 20+K l *K l4*K 18**2-K2* K3* K 17* K27-3*KZ* K3~' Kl 8* K24+K2 















K l3 *Kl5 *Kl 8+K 6*K l3*K l6*K l /-Ko*K 14* Kl 6* Kl 8-K 7*Kl O* Kl6* Kl 8-K8 * K9 *Kl 6*Kl 8-





T33 = 4*Kl*K2*K23*K24-4*Kl*K2*K23*K28+Kl*K3*Kl8*K27+Kl*K3*K21* 
K24- Kl *K 3*K2l*K2 8-K l*K3*KZ2*K2 7+K l*K4* Kl 7*K2 7+ Kl* K4* Kl o *KZ 4-Kl *K4*Kl8* 
K28+Kl*K4*K2l*K23-Kl*K4*K22*K24+Kl*K4*K22*K28+Kl*K7*Kl7*K24-Kl*Kl*Kl7* 
K28+ Kl*K7* K 18* K23-Kl* K7* KZ 2*K23-Kl *Kil* Kl 7*K27-Kl *K8*K18 *K24+K l *r< 8*K18* 
K28- Kl *KB *K 2l*K23+K l*K & *K 22*K24-K l*K8*K22*K2 8-2 *Kl* K9*Kl 5*KZ 7-2* Kl *K9* 
Kl6 * K24+2* Kl *K9 *Kl6*K2d -Z*K l*K 9 *K 18 *K 2 l +2*K l *K 9*K 2 l*K 22-2•.<. l''K lO*K 15* 
K24+2*Kl*Kl0*K15*K28-2*Kl*KlO*Klo*K23-2*Kl*KlO*Kl7*K21+2*Kl*KlO*KlG*K22 











Kl6*K2 l +K3 *KlO *K 15 *KZ l +K 3*K 10 *K 16*K 18- K 3*K lO*K 16*K22+K3*Kl:HK1 5* Kl e-K3* 
Kl3*Kl5*K22+K3*Kl3*Kl6*Kl7-K3*Kl4*Kl5*K21-K3*Kl4*Kl6*Klb•K3*Kl4*Kl6*K22 
-2*K4*K7*Kl5*K23+2*K4*K8*Kl5*K24-2*K4*K8*Kl5*K28+2*K4*K8*Kl6*K23+K4*K9* 




*Kl 8+K 8*K lO*K 15* K22-K 6* Kl 0* Kl6* Kl 7-KS * Kl3 *Kl 5 *Kl 1 +K8 *Kl 4 *Kl 5 *K Hl-K!J *K 14 
*Kl 5 *K22 +K8*Kl4*1<l6*K17 +4 *K 9*K l O*K l 5*K 16+ 2*K 9*K l3*K 15** 2-4* K 9* Kl4* Kl 5* 
Kl 6- Z*Kl O* Kl4*Kl 5 **2-Kl? *K2 4 *K4**2-K15 *K24*K 8**2+K 15 *K28 *K4 **2 +Kl 5*K 28* 




TABLE VII (continued) 
T32 = 8*Kl*K2*K23*K27-8*Kl*KZ*K24*K28-4*Kl*K2*K23**2+6*Kl*K2*K24 
** 2i- 2*Kl*K2*K28**2t Kl *K3 *Kl 8* KZ 8-Kl *K3 *K2J *KZ 7-Kl *K3 *K2 l *KZ 3i-K1*K3 *K 21 * 
K27i-Kl*K3*K22*K24-2*Kl*K3*K22*K28i-Kl*K4*Kl7*K28-Kl*K4*Kl8*K23i-3*Kl*K4* 
Klll* K2 7-Kl *K4*K2 O*K24i-K l *K4 *K20*K21:J +2 *Kl *r< 4*r< 21*K24-K l*K4*K 2 l*K2 8+2*K l * 
K4*K22*K23-2*Kl*K4*K22*K27-Kl*K6*Kll*K27-Kl*K6*Kl8*K24+Kl*K6*Kl8*K28-Kl 
*K6*K2l*K23i-Kl*K6*K22*K24-Kl*K~*K22*K21:J-Kl*K7*Kl7*K23+Kl*K7*Kl 7*K27+2* 
Kl* K 7*Kl 8* K24-Kl *K7 *Klei *K28-Kl *K 7*K20*K2 3-K l*K 7*K 22*K24+K1 *Ki:J *Kl 7*K24- 2 













K 17* K24i-K2*K6*Kl 7*K28-K2* K6*Kl8* K23 •K2 *K6 *K2 2 *K23 +2*K2*K1 *Kl 7*K24-K 2*K 7 











-Z*K 3*K8 *Kl 5*K24+4*K3*K d *Kl 5*K2 8-2*K3* K8*K 16* K23+4*K3*K8*Kl 6*K2 7-K3*K 9* 
Kl5*K2l+K3*K9*Kl6*K22+K3*KlO*Kl5*K22+K3*KlO*Kl6*Kl7-K3*KlO*Kl6*K20+2*K3 
*KlO*Kl6*K21-K3*Kl3*Kl5*K20+K3*Kl3*Kl5*K2li-3*K3*Kl3*Kl6*Kl8-2*K3*Kl3* 




Kl6 * K2 l-K4* KlO*K l 5*K20+ 2*K4*Kl O*Kl 5 *K2 l +4*K4 *r< 10 *Kl6*Kf 8-3*K4*K 10*K16* 
K22+3*K~*Kl3*Kl5*Kl8-2*K4*Kl3*Kl5*K22+3*K4*Kl3*Kl6*Kl7+K4*~14*Kl5*Kl7+ 
K4*Kl4*Kl5*K20-K4*Kl4*Kl5*K2l-3*K4*Kl4*Kl6*Kl8+2*K4*Kl4*Kl6*K22+2*K6*K7 
*K 15 '*1<23-2 *K6*K 8 *K 15*K24i- 2*K6*Ktl* Kl 5* K28-2*K6 *K8*Kl6*K2 3-Kf> *K9 *Kl 5*KZ1-
Ko *K 9*Kl6 *Kl8 +Ko *K9*K16 *K22-K6•K lO*K l5*K l 8+K 6*Kl O*K 15*K22-K6*K 10~' Kl6* 
Kl7-K6*Kl3*Kl5*Kl7+K6*Kl4*Kl5*Kl8-K6*Kl4*Ki5*K22i-K6*Kl4*Kl6*Kl7+2*K7*K8 
''K 15 *K 24+2*K 7*K 8 *K l6*K 23-K 7*K 'i"'K i 5*K l 7-K l*K 9* Kl 5* K2 0+2*K7* K9*Kl6* Kl8-K 7 
'<'K9* Kl6*K22 +2*K 7 *Kl O*Kl 5*K l 8-K I *K 10 *Kl 5*K2 2i-2*K 7*K lO*K l6*K l 7+K 7*K l 3*Kl 5 
*Kl7-K7*Kl4*Kl5*Kl8-K7*Kl4*Kl6*Kl7i-2*Ko*K~*Kl5*Kl8-3*Kd*K9*Kl5*K22+KB* 
K9*Kl6*Kl7+K8*K9*Kl6*K20-K8*K9*Ki6*K2ltK&*KlO*Kl5*Kl7+K8*KlO*Kl5*K20-K8 
*Kl 0 *Kl 5* K2 l-3 *KCS*Kl0*Kl6 *Kl d +2 *K8 *K lJ *K l6*K 22-2*K 8*K13*K 15 *Kl S+K cs*K 13* 









TABLE VII (continued) 
T31 = -8*Kl*K2*K23*K24+d*Kl*KL*K23*K28+l2*Kl*K2*K24*K27-4*Kl*K2* 
K2 7* K2 8-Kl *K3*K2 O*K28-K l *K3 *K22 *K2 3 +Kl *K 3'1'K 22 >i<K 27 +2*K l>i<K4*K l 8*K28+K l*K4 
*K20 '*!\ 23-2*K1*K4 *K20*K27-K l*K4*K2 l* K23+Kl*K4*K2l*K2 7+2*Kl *K4 *K22 *K24-2 * 
Kl *K 4*K22 *K28-K1 *K6*K17 *K 28+K l*K 6*i< l 8*K23- 2*K l*K6*K l 8*K2 7+K l *Kb* K20* K24 
-Kl*Kb*K20•K28-Kl*K6*K2l*K24-2*Kl*K~*K22*K23+Kl*K6*K22*K27-Kl*K7*Kld* 











K4*K 20 *K28+3*K 2*K4*K2l*K 24-K Z*K 4*K2 l*K28+2 *K2* K4* K22* K23-3* KZ* K4* K22 * 
K27-2*K2*K6*Kl7*K27-3*K2•K6*Klb*K24+2*K2*K6*Kl8*K28+KZ*K6*K20*K23-K2*K6 
*K2l*K23+2*K2*K6*K22*K24-K2*K6*K22*K28+K2*K7*Kl7*K27+3*K2*K7*Kl8*K24-K2 
*K 7*Kl8*K2 8-KZ *K 7*K20*K 23-K Z*K 7 *I\ 22•K2 4-K2*K8*Kl 7*K2 8+2*K2* Kb* Kl8* K23-3 
*K2*K8*Kl8*K27+2*K2*K8*K20*K24-KZ*Kd*K20*K2b-K2*K8*K2l*K24-2*K2*1\d*K22* 
K23+K2*K8*K22*K27+4*K2*K9*Kl5*K24-4*KZ*K9*Kl5*K28+4*K2*Kg*Kl6*K23-6*K2* 
K9*K 16 *K2 7-4•K2 *K9 *Kl8 *KZ 2+ 2*K 2*K <;. *K20*K2 l-K2*K 9*K 20**2+2*K2*K 97,K22** 2+ 




**2-KZ*K l 3 *K 22**2-4*K 2*K 14*K l S*K 2 3+ 2*K 2*Kl4* Kl S*K2 7+6*KZ*Kl 4* Kio* KZ4-2* 
K2*Kl4*Kl6*K28+2*K2*Kl4*Kl7*K22-4*K2*Kl4*Kl8*K20+2*K2*Kl4*<1B*K21+2*K2* 
Kl4*K20*K22-6*K3*K4*Kl6*K24+2*K3*K6*Kl5*K28+4*K3*K6*Kl6*KZ7-2*K3*K7*Kl6 
*K2 7 +2*K 3*Kd *Kl 5 *K23- Z*K 3 *K 8*K 15*K 2 7+ 2*K.HK B*K 16* K28-K3*K9* Kl 5 *KZ 2 H* K3 
*KlO*Kl6*Klo+K3*Kl3*Kl5*K22+2*K3*Kl3*Kl6*Kl7-2*K3*Kl3*Kl6*K20+KJ*K13* 
K 16*KZ1-K 3*K14 *K 15*K20-K 3*K l4*Kl 6*K22-2*K4*Ko*Kl 5*K2 3+4 *K4* K6* Kl 5 *KZ 7+6 










K 14*Kl6*K18-Kb *K14*K l6*K 22+ 2*K 7*K 8* Kl 6*K24-K 7*K9*Kl 5*Kl 8-K7 *K9 *Kl6 *K20-





Kl3 *Kl'> **2 +6*K 9 *K 13*K16 ** 2+8 *I< 9 *Kl 4*K l S*K 16+ 12*K lO*K 13* K 15* K16 +4* KlO* 







TABLE VII (continued) 
T30' = -4*Kl*K2*K23*K27+4*Kl*K2*K24*K28+2*Kl*K2*K23**2+2*Kl*K2* 
K2 7* *2-Kl *K4*K20*K2fl-K l *K4*K2 2*K23+Kl *K4*K22*i<..2 7-K l*K6*K 18* K28-K 1 *K6* 
K20*K23+K l*K6*K2 l'.'*K27-Kl >i<K6*K22 *K2<t-Kl *Kd*Kl8 *K23 +Kl *Kd *Klil *K2 7-K l *K 8 * 
K20*K24-2*Kl*K9*Kl5*K24-2*Kl*K9*Kl6*K2*2*Kl*K9*Kl6*K27+2*Kl*K9*Kl8*K22 
+Kl*K9*K20**2-2*Kl*KlO*Kl5*K23+2*Kl*KlJ*KlS*K21+2*Kl*KlO*Kl6*K24-2*Kl* 
K 10*K16*K28+2*K l *K lO*Kl 7*Kl 8+ 2*Kl*Kl O* K2 O*K22+2 *Kl *K13* Kl 5 * K2<'t +2 *Kl*Kl 3 
*Klo *K23-2*Kl*Kl 3*K l6*K 2"1-2*K l*K l3*K lii*K 22-K l *K l3*K20**2-4* Kl* K 14* Kl 6* 
K24-2*Kl*Kl4*Kl7*Kl8+2*Kl*Kl4*Kl8*K20+2*K2*K3*Kl7*K24~3*K2*K3*Kl8~K27-2 
*K2 *K3 *K20*K 24+K 2*K3*K2 l*K24+ 3*K2*K4*K l 7*K2 7+6* K2*K4*Kl8*K24-3*K2*K4* 
K20* K27+K2 *K4*K2l*K2 7-K2*K4*K22*K2ti-2*K2*K6*K l 7*K24- 3*K 2*K6*Kl 8*K2 7+2* 
K2*K6*K20*K24-K2*K6*K20*K28-KZ*K6*K21*~4-K2*K6*K22*K23+K2*K6*K22*K27+ 
K2 *K 7*Kl 7*K24+K2•K 7*K lS*K 27-K 2*K 7*K 20*K24-K2*K ll*K l 8*K28-K2* KB* K20* K2 3+ 
K2~K8*K20*K27-K2*K8*K22*K24-2*K2*K9*Kl~*K23+2*K2*K9*Kl5*K27-2*K2*K9*Kl6 
*K28+2*K2*K 9*K20*K22-Z*K2*Kl O*K 15 *K28-8*K2*Kl O*Kl 6*K2 7+4*K2 *KlO.*K l 7*K20 
-2*K2*KlO*K l 7*K21+2*K2*K lO*K 20*K 21- 2*K 2*Kl0*1{ l 7**2-6*K2*Kl O*Kl 8**2-2*K2 
*KlO*K20**2+K2*KlO*K22**2+2*K2*Kl3*K15*K23-2*K2*Kl3*Kl5*K27-S*•2*Kl3* 
K lb *K24+2*1<..2*K ll*K l6*K2 o-6*K2*Kl 3*K l. 7* Kl 8+6*1\Z *Kl3 *Kl8*K20-2 *K2*Kl3*Kl8 
*K21-2*K2*Kl3*K20*K22-2*K2*K 14*K 15*K24-2*K2*Kl4*K l6*K23+2*K2*K 14*Kl6* 
KZ 7+ 2*K2*K 14*Kl B*K22+ K2*Ki 4*K20* *2-o*K 3*K4*KL6*K21 +4*K3 *K6*K l6*K24-2*K 3 
*K7 *Kl6*K 24+2*<. 3*K lO*K lo*K l 7-2*K 3*Kl O* Kl 6*K2 0+ K3* Klil*Kl6 *K2 l +3*K3*Kl 3* 
Kl6* Kl 8+2*K4*K6*K15 *K2d +6 *K4*K6*Kl6*K2 7- 2*K4*K l*K l6*K 27+ 2*< 4*K S*K l5*K23 
-2*K 4*KB*Kl 5*K27+2*K4*Kil*Kl6*K2Cl-K4*K9 *Kl5*K22+b*K't*KD *KL> *Kl8+K4*K 13 * 
Kl5*K22+3*K4*Kl3*K16*K 17- 3•K4*K l3*K 16* K2u+K4*K l 3*K 16*K2 l-K4*Kl 4*Kl5* K20 
-K4*Kl4*Kl6*K22+2*K~*K7*Kl6*K24+2*K6*Kd*Kl5*K24+2*K6*K8*Kl6*K23-2*K6*K8 
*K 16 *K27-K6*K9*K l5*K20-K6*K9*Kl6*K22-K6*Kl O*Kl 5*K22-2*Kb *KLO *Kl6*Kl 7+2 * 
K6*KlO*Kl6*K20-K4*KiO *K 16*K2l+Kb*K U*K 1S*K20-3*K6*K 13*K.16*K 18+ Kb*Kl3* 
Kl 6* K22-K6*K14*Kl 5*Kl 8-K6*Kl4*Kl6*K20 +K7*(10 *Kl6•Kl 7-K7*K10 *K l6*K. 20+K 1* 
Kl3 *Kl6*Kl8-K8*K 9*K 15*K 18-K 8*K 9•Klo•K2 0-K8*Kl O*Kl 5* K2 0-Kd* Klu* Kl6*ll.22+ 
K8*Kl3*Kl5*Kl8+K8*Kl3*Kl6*K20-KS*Kl't*Kl6*Kl8+2*K9*KlO*Kl5**2-4*K9*Kl3* 
K 15* Kl6+ 2*K 9•K 14*Kl6 .. 2-2*Kl0*Kl 3 *Kl 5**2+d•KlO*K l 3*Kl6**2+4*KlO•Kl4*K15 . 
*K l6-2*Kl3*K l'it*K 16**2+2*K 15*K l6*K 9**2+ 2*K l 5*K 16*K 13**2+Kl 5* K23*K6**2-
Kl 5* K27*K6*•2-2*Kl6 *K24*K3**2-b*Kl6 *K2~*K4**2-2*K l6 *K24*K6**2+Kl6*K24* 
1$. B** 2+Kl6*K28*K6**2+2 *K23 *K24*Kl**_2+ 2*KZ3*Kl8*K2**2-2*K24*K27*Kl **2+8 * 
K24*K27*K2**2-2*K27*K28 *KZ**z' 
T43 = -4*Kl*K2*K23*K27+4*Kl*K2*K24*K28-2*Kl*K2*K24**2-2*Kl*K2* 
K28**2-Kl*K3*K2l*K27-Kl*K4*Kl8*K27-Kl*K4*K2l*K24+Kl*K4*Kll*K28+Kl*K4* 
K22*K27-Kl*K7*Kl7*K27-Kl*K7*Kl8*K24+Kl*K7*Kl8*K28-Kl*K7*K2l*K23+Kl*K7• 
K22 *K24-K l*K 7*K22*K28+K l*KS*K l!l*K2 HKl *K8*K2 l*K24-Kl*K8*K2 l*K2 8-Kl*K8* 
K22* K2 7+2*Kl *K9* Klb*K27 +K l*K 9 *K21 **2+2 *K l*K lO*K 15*K27+2*K l*K lO*Kl6*K24-
2*K 1 *K lO*K'l6*K2d+2*Kl*KlO*Kl 8*K2 l-2* Kl *Kl) *KZ 1 *K22+2*Kl *Kl 3 *Kl 5*K 24-2 * 
Kl*K 13 *Kl 5*K28+2*Kl*K l3*K l6*K 23+2*K l*K l3*K l 7*K2 l-2*K l*Kl3*Kl 8* K22 +Kl* 
Kl3*Kl8**2+Kl*Kl3*K22**2-2*Kl*Kl4*Kl5*K27-2*Kl*K14*Kl6*K24+2*Kl*Kl4*Kl6 
*K2 8-2*K l *Kl 4*K l8*K21+ 2*K l*Kl4*K2l*K22-K2*K3*Kl8*K27-K2 *K3 *K21 *K24+K2 * 
K3*K2l*K28+K2*K3*K22*K27-K2*K4*Kl7*K27-K2*K4*Kl8*K24+K2*K4*Kl8*K28-K2* 
K4* K21*K23+K2*K4*K22*K24-K2 *K4.*K22 *K28-K2 *K 1*Kl7*K24 +K2 *K 7 *1'17*K21'l-K 2* 
K'l*K 18 *K23+K2*K 1*K22*K2 3+ K2*Kll*Kl 7*K2 7+K2*KB*Kl B*K24-K2*Kd * Kl8*K28+K2* 
K8*K2l*K23-K2*K8*K22*K24+K2*Ko*K22*K28+2*K2*K9*Kl5*K27+2*K2*K9*Kl6*K24-
2*K2 *K 9*Kl6* K2ti+ 2*K2*K9*Kl8* K21-2*K2*K9*K2 l *K22 +2 *K2 *KlO *Kl 5*K 24-2*K 2* 








K22-K4*Kl3*Kl5*K18+K4*.K 13*K 1S*K22-:-K4*K13*K l6*K l 7+K4*Kl4*Kl 5* K2 l+K4*Kl4 * 
Kl6*Kl8-K4*Kl4*Kl6*K22-2*K7*K8*Kl5*K24+2*Kl*K8*Kl5*K28-2*K7*KB*Kl6*K23-




1(14 * Kl6*K22-2•K9*KlO*K l6**2-4*K 9*K 13*K 15*K 16+ 2*K 9*K 14•Kl o**2-2*KlO•Kl3• 
Kl5**2'4*KlO*Kl4*K15*Klo+2*Kl3*Kl4*Kl5**2-2*Kl5*Kl6*Kl)**2-2*K15*Kl6* 




TABLE VII (continued) 
T42 = 4*Kl*K2*K23*K24-8*Kl*K2*K23*K2d-12*Kl*K2*K24*<27+8*Kl*KZ* 









Kl5 *K2 3+4*K l*K 13 *Kl 5*K27+6*K l*K l 3*K 16*K24- 4*K l*K 13* K 16* K28+ 2*K l*KL>* Kl 7 
*K22-2*Kl*Kl3*Kl8*K20+4•Kl*Kl3*Kl8*K2l+2*Kl*Kl3*K20*K22-2*<l*Kl3*K21* 
K22+ 4*K l*K l4*K l 5*K 24-6*Kl »Kl 4*K l5*K28+ 4*Kl *Kl 4*Kl 6*K2 3-4'<'Kl *Kl 4*K lo*Kl 7 
+2*Kl*Kl4*Kl7*K2l-4*Kl*Kl4*Kl8*K22+2*Kl*Kl4*K20*K2l+Kl*Kl4*Kl8**2+3•Kl* 
K 14* K22**2-K2 *K3* Kl 1* K2 7-K2*K3'' Kl 8*K24 +K2*K3 *K 20 *K27-2 *K 2 *< 3 *K 21*K27+K 2 

















Kl!>* K2 l-K 3 *Kl4*K 15 *K21+K3 *K l4*K 16*K 22- 2*K4*K6*Kl5*K2 7- 2*K4* K6* Kl&* K24i-2 




*K4 *Kl3 *K l6*K2Z-K 4*K.14*K l 5*K 18+ 2*K4*Kl 4* Kl 5* K22-K4* Kl4* Kl6* K20+2 * K4* Kl 4 
*Kl6*K21-2*K6*K7*Kl5*K24+2*K6*K7*Kl5*K28-2*K6*K7*Kl6*K23+2*K6*K&*Kl5* 
K27+2*K6*KB*Kl6*K24-2*K6*KB*Kl6*K28+K6*K9*Kl6*K2l+K6*KlO*Kl5*K21+K6*KlO 
*K 16 *Kl 8-Ko*K lO*K 16*K 22+K 6*K l3*K l 5*i<.18-K6* K 13*K l 5*K 22+Kb*Kl 3* Kl6* Kl 7-K6 
*Kl 4 *Kl 5*K2 l-K6* Kl 4 *Kl6 *K lb +K6*K 14*K 16 *K 22 +4*K 7*K 8 *K l5*K 23- 2 *K 7*K d*K 15* 
11.27- 4*K 7 *K 8 *Kl 6*K24+ Z*K 7*i<.o *K 16'' K28+ K 7 *K'il*Kl 5*Kl u-2 *K 7•K9 *Kl ':i*KZ 2 +K7 *K9 
*Kl6*K20-K7*K9*Klt.*KZl+K7*KlO*K15*KZO-K7*KlO*Kl5*K21-3*K7*KlO*Klb*Kl8+2 
*K7*KlO*Kl6*K22-2*K7*Kl3*Kl5*Kl8+K7*Kl3*K15*K22-2*K7*Kl3*Kl6*Kl7-K7*Kl4 
*K 15 *K 17-K 7*K l4*K l 5*K 2J+ 2*K 7*K l 4•K l 6*K 18-1\ 7*Kl 4*K1t.*K22-2*Kd* K9*K 15* K2 l 




**2- 6*K 9 *K 13 *Kl 6**2-S*K 9* Kl 4* Kl 5*Klo-l 2*Kl O*Kl 3*Kl 5*K 1 &-4*Kl U *Kl 4 *Kl 5 ** 
2+6*Kl0*Kl4*Kl6**2+8*Kl3•Kl4*Kl5*Klo+Kl5*K24*K7**2-2*Kl5*K24*Kti**2+Kl5* 
K2o*K4**2+3*Kl5*K28*Kd**2+Kl6*K23*K7••2-Z*Klo•K23*K8**2+Kl6*K27*K3**2+4 





TABLE VII (continued) 
T41 = 8*Kl*K2*K23*K27-&*Kl*~Z*KZ4*KZB-Z*Kl*K2*KZ3**Z-6*Kl*K2*K27 
**2 +4*Kl *K2*K28**2-K l*K 3*K22*K2!:1+K l*K4*K 20*K2 8-K l*K4*K2l*KZ 8+Kl*K4*K22 * 
K23-2*Kl*K4*K22*K21+Kl*K6*Kl8*K2!:1-Kl*K6*KZO*K27-Kl*K6*KZl*K23+Kl*K6*K21 
*K 2 7 +Kl *K6*K ZZ*K 24- Z*K l*Kt>*K22* K28-Kl* Kl* Kl d*K2 8-Kl*K7 *KZJ *K23 +Kl *K7 * 
KZO*K27-Kl*K7*K22*K24-Kl*KB*Kl7*KZ!:l+Kl*K8*Kld*KZ3-2*Kl*K8*K18*K27+Kl*Ku 
*K20*K24-2*Kl*KB*KZO*K2!:1-Kl*K8*KZl*KZ4-3*Kl*KB*K22*K23+2*Kl*K8*K22*K27+ 
Z*Kl >IK9*K15*1<. 24-b*K l*K 9*K 15*K2d+ 2*Kl *K 'il*Kl u*KZ3-4*Kl* K9 *Kl b* K2 7-2 *Kl *K9 
*Kl8*K22+2*Kl*K9*K20*K21+3*Kl*K9*K22**2+2*Kl*KlO*Kl5*K23-4*Kl*KlO*Kl5* 
K27+4*Kl*KlO*Kl6*K28-2*Kl*KlO*K20*K2Z+Z*Kl*Kl3*KZl*KZZ-4*Kl*Kl3*Kl5*K24 





K Z*K 7*K22*K2 7+2*K2*K8*K l<l*K2il+K2*KS*K2 O*KZ 3-2 * K2*Ktl *K20*K21-KZ *KU *ll.21 * 




K2*K 14*Kl 6*K23-6*KZ*K 14*Kl 6*K2 7-4*K2*K l4*Kl8 *K22 +2*K2*K l4*K 20*K2 l-KZ * 
Kl4*K20**2+2*KZ*Kl4*K22**2+2*K3*KB*Kl5*K28-K3*Kl4*Kl5*K22-Z*K4*K6*Kl5* 
K28+ 2~'K4*K 7* Kl5 * K28-2*K4*Ko *Kl 5* K23 +4* K4*K8 *Kl 5*K 27-4 *K4*K6 *K l6*K 28+K 4* 
K9 *K 15 *K 22-2*K4*Kl3*K 15*K22+K 4*K l 4'i'Kl 5 *K20-K4* Kl 4*Kl 5*K21 +2 *K4*K l4*Kl6* 
K22 +2*Kl>*K7*Kl 5*K23-Z*K.6*K 7 *Kl5*K21 +2*K6 *K 7*K l6*K 28-2*K6*K8*K l 5*K 24+ 4* 
K6*K 8*Kl 5*K28-2* K6* K8*Kl6*K23 +4 *Kb*K.8 * Klb*K21-Kb *K9 *Kl5*K21 +K6 *K 9*K16* 
K22+K6 *K lO*K l5*K22-K6*K 13*K l 5*K2 O+K6*K B*Kl 5*K2 l-2*K6*Kl3* Kl 6* K22+Ko* 
Kl4*Kl5*Kld-2*Kb*Kl4*Kl5*K22+K6*Kl4*Klo*K20-K6*Kl4*Kl6*K21+2*K7*K8*Kl5* 
K 24+ Z*K 7*Kd*Kl6*K2 3-2*K 7*Ktl*Kl6* K27-K7 *K'l*Kl 5*K20-K 1 *K9 *Kl!. *K22-K7*K10 * 
Kl5*K22+K 7*Kl3*K 15*K20+K 7*K 13*K 16*K22-K 7>1iK14*K 15*K 18-K 7*Kh*Kl 6*K20+K8* 
K9*Kl5*KlB-3*K8*K9*Kl5*K22+K8*K9*Kl6*K20-Kd*K9*Kl6*K2l+K8*KlO*Kl5*K20-
K8*K 10*K15 *K 21+2*KB*K lO*K lt>*K22-2*K8*K l3*Kl 5*Kl 8+2*K8 *Kl3*K15*KZ2-2 *KS* 
Kl3 *Kl6*K20+K8*K13*K l6*K2 l-K S*K 14*K 15* Kl 7-2*K !l*K 14*Kl 5*K20+ 2*K8*Kl4* Kl b 
*Kl8-2*K8*K14*Kl6*K22-2*K9*KlC*Kl5**2+8*K~*Kl3*Kl5*KL6+6*K9*Kl4*Kl5**2-
4*K9 *K l4*K lo**2+4*K lO*K 13*K 15** 2-B*KlO*Kl 4*Kl 5* Kl6-4*Kl 3*Kl 4*Kl5**2+6* 
Kl3* Kl4*Kl6**2-2 *Kl 5*Kl 6 *K9 **2-6 *Kl 5*K l6*K 13**2+4*K l 5*K 16*< 14**2+3*1<. 15* 
K23*K8**2+Kl5*K27*K6**2-Z*K15*K27*K8**2-2*Kl6*K24*KS**Z-Kl6*K28*K6**2+2 
*Kl6 *K2B*K8**2-2*K23*K24*K l**2+6*K23•K ZJ*K 1**2-4* K2.3*K28*K2**2+4*K24* 
K2 7* Kl **2-4*K27*K28*Kl**2+6 *K27*K2tl *K2 **2 
T40 = 4*Kl*K2*K23*K28-4*Kl*K2*K27*K28-Kl*K4*K22*K28-Kl*K6*K20* 
K28-Kl*K6*K22*K23+Kl*Kb*K22*K27-Kl*K8*Klo*K28-Kl*K8*K20*K23+Kl*K8*K20* 
K27-Kl *K8*K22*K24-2*Kl*K9*K l 5*K23+2*Kl *K'il*Kl 5*K2 7-2*Kl *K9*Kl t>*K2tl +2*Kl * 
K9*K 20 *K22-2*Kl *KIO *Kl5*K2tl+K l*K lO*K 22**2+ Z*K l*K l3*K l 5*K23"' 2*Kl*Kl:3* Kl5 
*K2 7+2*K l*Kl 3*Kl6*K28-2*K l>l<Kl3*K20*K22 -2•Kl *K l4*K 15 *K24-2*><. l *K l4*K 16* 
K 2.3+2*K l*K 14*K 16*K27+ 2*K l*K 14*K l 8*K22+ Kl*Kl4*KZ 0**2-K2* K6* K2Z* K2 8-K2*K8 
*K20*K28-K2*K8*K22*K23+K2*K8*KZ2*K2/-2*K2*K9*Kl5*K28+K2*K9*K22**2+2*K2* 
Kl3*Kl 5*K28-KZ*'Kl 3*K22**2-2*K2* KH* Kl 5 *K23 +2*K2 *Kl 4*Kl5*K27-2*K2*K 14* 
Klo*K28+2*K2*Kl4*K20*K22+2*K4*K8*Kl5*KZ8-K4*Kl4*Kl5*K22+2*K6*Kfl*Kl5*K23 
-2*K6*K8*Kl5*K2 7+2*K6*KO*Kl6*K2b-K6 *K9*K15*K22H6*K l3*K 15*K 22-Kb*K 14* 
Kl 5*K20-K6*Kl 4*K l6*K22-K8*K9*Kl 5*K2 C-Kd*K'J *Kl 6*K22-K8*Ki O*K 1 ?*K22 +K8 * 
Kl3*Kl5*K20+K8*Kl3*Kl6*K22-K8*Kl4*Kl5*Kl8-Ko*Kl4*Klb*K20-2*K9*Kl3*Kl5** 
2+4*K9*Kl4*Kl5*Kl6+2*Kl0*Kl4*Kl5**2-4*Kl3*Kl4*Kl5*Klb+Kl5*K24*K8**2+Kl5 




TABLE VII (continued) 
T53 = 4*Kl*K2*K24*K27-4*Kl*K2*K27*K2d•Kl*K4*K2l*K27•Kl*K7*Kl0* 
K27+ Kl*K 7*K2 l*K24-K l*K 7*KZ1*K2<:1-Kl*K7*K22 *KZ 7-Kl*KB *K2 l *K2 7-2 *Kl *K 10 * 
Klb*K27-Kl *KlO*K 21 **2-2*K .l*K 13*K 15*K 27-2*K l*Kl3*K l6*K24+2*K 1 *Kl3*Klb* 
K28-2*Kl*Kl3*Kl8*K21+2•Kl*Kl3*K2l*K22+2*Kl*Kl4*Kl6*K27+Kl*Kl4*K21••2+K2 
*K 3 *K2 l *K2 7+K2*K 4*K l8*K 27+K2*K4*K2l*K2 4-K2*K4*K2l *K28-K2 *l<4 *K22*K2 7+K2 * 
Kl*K17*K27+K2*K7*Kl8*K24-K2*K7*K18*K28+K2*K7*K2l*K23-K2*K7*K22*K24+K2* 
K 7*K 22*K2 8-K2*K8*Kl8*K2 7-K2 *Ktl*K21 *K24 +K2*K8 *K21*K21lf·K2 *Ki:l*K22*K 27-2*K 2 
*K9 *Klb*K2 7-K2*K9*K 21**2-2*K2*KlO*Kl 5* K2 7-2*K2*KlO*Kl6* K2H2*K2*KlO*Kl6 
*K28-2*K2*KlO*KlB*K21+2*K2*KlO*K2l*K22-2*K2*Kl3*Kl5*K24+2*K2*Kl3*Kl5* 
K2o-Z*K2*Kl3*Kl6*K23-2*K2*Kl3*Kl7*K21•2*K2*Kl3*Kltl*K22-K2*Kl3*Kl8**2-<2 
*K 13 ~K 22**2+2*K 2*K l.4*Kl 5•K2 7+2*K 2*'<. 14* Klb*K24-2* K2*Kl4* Kl 6* K2 IH2* K2* Kl4 
*Kld*K2l-2*K2*Kl4*K2l*K22-2*K3*K7*Kl6*K27+K3*Kl3*Kl6*K21-2*K4*K7*Kl5* 
K27- 2*K4*K 7*Kl6*K24+2*K4*K7*Kl6* K28+2* K4*Kil *Klb*K27+K4*KlO*Kl6 *K2 l +K4* 
K13 *Kl 5*K2 l +K4*Kl3*Kl6*K l8-K4*K 13*K16*K22-K<t*K l4*K16*K2 l+2* K 7* K8* Kl 5* 
K27+2*K7*K8*Kl6*K24-2*K7*K8*Klo*K28+K7*K~*Kl6*K2l+K7*KlO*Kl5*K2l+K7*KlO 
*K 16*K18-K 7*K l O*K l6ij<K22+K 7*Kl3*K l5* K 18-K 7*Kl3 *Kl 5 *K22 +K7 *Kl 3 *Kl6*Kl 7-K 7 
*Kl4 *Kl5*K2 l-K 7*Kl4*Kl6 *K lb +K 7*K 14*K lb*K 22-K ii*Kl O*Kl6*K 21-K B*K 13* Kl 5* 
K21-K8*Kl~*Kl6*Kl8+K8*Kl3*Kl6*K22•K~*Kl4*Kl6*K21+2*K9*Kl3*Kl6**2+4*KlD* 
K 13 *Kl5*K lo-2*K lO*K 14*K l6·~•2-4*K l 3•Kl4*Kl5*Kl o-Kl 5* K24* K7** 2+K 15* K28*K 7 
**2-Kl6*K23*K7**2-Kl6*K27~4**2-Kl6*K27*K8**2+2*K23*K27*K2**2-2*K24*K2d 
*K2**2+Kl**Z*K27**2•K2**2*K24**2 t-K2 **2 *K2o **2t-Kl!'l**2*Kl6**2+I\13**2 *K 15 
**2+Kl4**2*K16**2 
T52 = -4*Kl *K2*K23*K2 7+4*Kl*K2* K24*K2 tl+6*Kl *K2 *K2 7 **Z-lt *Kl *K2 * 
K2tl * *2 +Kl *K4*K2l*K28+K l*K 4*K22*K2 7-K l*K6*K2l*K2 7+Kl*K 7*K 18* K2&-Kl*K7* 
K20* K2 7-Kl*K7*K2 l*K23t-Kl*K7*K21 *K27+Kl *K7*K22*K24-2*K l*K 7*K22*t-.2d+K l*K 8 
*K 13 *K. 27+K l*KB *K 2 l*K24- 2*K l*KE*K2l*KZ 8-2•Kl *K8*K22 *Kl H2*Kl *K9 *Kl 6 *K21+ 
Kl*K9*K21**2+2*Kl*KlO*Kl5*K27-2*Kl*KlO*Kl6*K28-2*Kl*KlO*K2l*K22•2*Kl* 
Kl3*Kl5*K24-4*Kl*Kl3*Kl5*K28+2*Kl*Kl3*Klb*K23-6*Kl*Kl3*Klo*KZ7-2*Kl*Kl3 
*Kl8 *K.22+2 *K l*K l 3*K 20*K2l-i\ l*K 13 *K21**2+ 2*Kl* K 13* K22**2-4*Kl*Kl4*Kl5* 
K27-2*Kl*Kl4*Kl6*K24+4*Kl*Kl4*Kl6*K2ti-2*Kl*Kl4*Kl8*K21+4*Kl*Kl4*K2l*K22 
t-K2*K3*K l 8*K 27+K2*K3*K2 l*K24+ K2 *K4*t<l 7 *K27 +K2 *K4*Kl & *K2't-K2 *K4 *K 2iJ *K·2 7 + 
3*K2 *K4*K2 l*K27-K 2*K4*K 22*K28-K Z*Kb*K l 8*K27-K2*Ko* K2l* K24+K2*K6*K2 l* K28 
t-K2* K6*K22*K2 7+K2*K7•Kl 7*K24+3*K2*K 7*K l8*K27-K 2*K 7*K20*K24+K2*K 7*K 20* 
K 28+ 2*K2 *K 7*1\2l*K24-K2*K 7*K2l*K28+K2*K 7*K22*K2 3-2 *K2 *K7 *K22 *K2 "/-K2 *K8 * 
Kl&* K2tl+K2*K8*K20*K27t-K2*K8 *K Zl*K 23-2*K2*K &*K Zl*K 27-KZ*Kd*K22*1<24+ 2*K2* 
K3*K22*K28+2*K2*K9*Kl5*K27-2*K2*K9*Kl6*K28-2*K2*K9*K2l*K22-2*KZ*KlO*Kl5 





K2 l+ K2*K l4*K 21 **2-2 *K2*Kl4*K22** 2-2*K3*K4*K16*K2 7-2*K3 *K 7 *K l6*K~4+K3 * 
KlO*Kl6*K2l+K3*Kl3*Kl6*K18+2*K4*K6*Kl6*K27-2*K4*K7*Kl5*K28-6*K4*K7*Kl&* 
.K2 7- 2*K4*K8*K15 *K2 7+2*K4*K8*K l6*K21HK4*KlO*K16*K18 +K4 *K l3*K l ~*K22 •K4* 
Kl3*Kl6*Kl7-K4*Kl3*K16*K20+3*K4*Kl3*Kl6*K2l+K4*Kl4*Kl5*K21-K4*Kl4*Kl6* 
K22 +2*K6 *K7*Kl5*K2 7 +2*K6*K 7*K l6*K24- 2*K6*K 7*K 16*K21l-2*K 6*Kd*Kl 6* K2 7-K6* 
KlO*Kl6*K2l-K6*Kl3*Kl5*K21-K6*Kl3*Kl6*K18+K6*K13*Kl6*K22+K6*Kl4*Kl6*K2i 
-2*K 7*K8*K 15*K24+4*K 7*K d>i<K l 5*K2 8-2*K 7* Kd*Kl6* K23t-4* K7*KB*Kl 6*K2 7-K-l*K9* 
Kl 5* K2 l +K7*K9*Kl 6*K22+K 7*Kl O*K 15 *K 22t-K l*K lO*K l6*K l 7-K 7*K 10* K lt>*K 20+2*K 7 
*Kl 0 *K lo*K2 l-K 7*KB*Kl 5*K2 D+K7* Kl 3 *Kl5 *K2 l +3*K7* Kl3*Kl6*Kl 8-2*K1*K13 * 
Kl6*K22 +K 7*K l4*K l 5*K 18- 2*K 7*K l4*K 15*K 22+K 7*K l4*K l6*K20-K 7* Kl4* Kl6* K2 l + 
K8*K9*Kl6*K2l+K8*KlO*Kl5*K2l-Kd*KlO*Kl6*K22+K8*Kl3*Kl5*Klb-2*K8*Kl3*Kl5 
*K 22 +K 8 *Kl 3*Kl 6*K2 0-2.*K8*K l 3•Kl 6*K2 l-2 *K8*Kl 4*Kl 5 *K2 l-Ko *Kl 4*Klo *KlB +2 * 
KB*K 14*K16 *K22-4*K 9*K 13*K15*K l6t-2*K 9*K 14*K 16** 2-2*K lO*K l3*Kl 5**2• 8*Kl0* 
Kl3 *Kl 6**2t-4*K10 *Kl4*Kl 5*Kl 6+4*Kl 3*Kl4*K15 **2-6 *K 13 *K 14*K 16 **2 +6*K b* 
Klb*Kt3**2-4*Kl5*Kl6*Kl4**2+Kl5*K23*K7**2-Kl,*K27*K7**l+2*Klj*K27*K8**2 
-Kl6 *K24*K4**2-2 *K l6*K24*K 7**2+K lb*K24 OK8**2+K lo*K 28*K 7**2- 2*K 16* K28*K tl 
**2+ 2*K23*K28*K2**2-2*K24*K2 7*Kl **2 +8 *K24*il.27 *K2 **2 +4*K 27 *i< 28*K1**2-6* 
K27*K28*K2**2 
52 
TABLE VII (continued) 
T51 = -4*Kl*K2*K2J*K28+b*Kl"'i<.2*K27*K28+Kl*K4*K22*K28-Kl ''Kb*K21* 
K2o-Kl*K6*K22*K2 7-K l *K 7*K 20*K 28-K l*K 7* K22* K23+Kl* K 7*K22* K2 7 +Kl *K8* Kl 8* 
KZ 8-Kl *KB* K2 O*K2 7-Kl*Kd *KZl *K23 i-Kl *K8*K2 l*K27 +K l*K 8*K 22 *K24- 3*K 1*K8*K22 
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Kl 5 *K22-K8*K9*K l 5*K 22+K d*Kl 3*K l 5*K22-K8*Kl4*K 15* K20-K8* Kl4* Kl6*K22+2* K9 
*Kl4*K15**2-2*Kl3*Kl4*Kl5**2+2*K15*Kl6*Kl4**2+Kl5*K23*K8**2-Kl5*K27*K8 
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The previous chapter and Appendices B, C and D, completely define 
the direction cosines and locations of the Burmester lines in the moving 
and fixed frames of reference. These Burmester lines correspond to C - C 
cranks. Under certain conditions the C - C cranks may degenerate into 
other cranks containing R, P, H or C pairs. 
The task of finding the conditions under which a C pair may act like 
a R, P, or H pair becomes simpler if we consider a new coordinate system 
x' ,y',z' in which the z'-axis coincides with the Burmester line in the 
fixed rigid body, and the x'-axis is the line which is perpendicular to 
this Burmester line and passes through a point P1 on the Burmester line 
in the rigid body in its first position. The transformation of coordinates 
from the x,y,z frame of reference to the x' ,y' ,z' frame of reference is 
performed in the following section. 
4.1. Coordinate Transformation 
The coordinate transformation is performed in the following steps 
(see Figure 5): 
1) Define the z'-axis. 
We define the z'-axis to be collinear with the Burmester line in the 




( 4 .1) 
m 
where (xB,yB,zB) and ( Q,m,n) are the coordinates of a point on and the 
direction cosines of the Burmester line 18 
2) Find plane x'y'. 
Plane x'y' must be perpendicular to the Burmester line in the fixed 
rigid body, and must also contain point P1 with coordinates (x 1 ,y 1 ,z 1 ). 
Point P1 is the point on the Burmester line in the moving rigid body in 
its first position which is at the shortest distance from the fixed 
Burmester line. Points P., i = 1, ••• ,5 may be found by following the pro-
l 
cedure outlined in Step 2, Section 3.2, Chapter III (there P' is 
Plane x'y' is of the form 




The conditions for plane x'y' to be perpendicular to the Burmester 





A n - C , , Q = 0 (4.4) 
x'y' x y 
The condition for a point P1 to lie in the plane x'y' is: 
Equations (4.3 - 4.5) form a system of three equations and three 
unknowns which can be solved simultaneously for A B ' and c X 'y I' x'y' XI y I' 
Thus, by defining 
m -Q 0 1 -Q 0 
D 
x'y' 
n 0 -Q DA' 0 0 -Q 
xl yl zl 0 Y1 zl 
18 With respect to the x,y,z frame of reference. 
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m 1 0 m -Q 1 
DB' n 0 -Q and DC I n 0 0 

















Figure 5. Transformation of coordinates (x,y,z to x' ,y' ,z') 
3) Find the point of intersection of the Burmester line with plane x'y'. 
where 
The point of intersection is: 
(A I ' XB + B I I YB x y x y 
(A , , Q + B , , m 
x y x y 
+ c I 
x y 
+ c I I x y 
(4.6) 
n) 
Notice that point (x0 1 ,y0 1 ,z0 1 ) is the origin of the new frame of 
reference x',y' ,z'. 
4) Define the x'-axis. 
The x'-axis must be collinear with a line L passing through point 
c 
or 
X - X I 
0 
x - x ' 
y - y I 
0 
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z - z ' 
0 
z - z ' 
1 0 
z - z ' 
0 
Q 
y - y I 






where (Q ,m ,n) are the direction cosines of line L , and are defined as: 
c c c c 
Q (xl - x ') I s c 0 
m (yl - y ') I s c 0 
n (zl - z ') I s c 0 
s ==v<x1 2 (y - 2 (zl I) 2 (4.8) - x ') + y ') + - zo 0 1 0 
here s is the distance between the origin of the frame of reference x', 
y',z' to point P1 (sis also the shortest distance between the Burmester 
line in the fixed rigid body and the Burmester line in the moving rigid 
body in its first position). 
5) Define the y'-axis. 
The y'-axis must be collinear with a line Ld which is perpendicular 
to both the Burmester line in the fixed rigid body and line L at the 
c 
same time. It must also pass trough point (x0 • ,y0 • ,z0 '). 
We can find the direction cosines (Qd,md,nd) of line Ld from Appen-
dix A, by using sgn == - 1, and the Burmester line in the fixed rigid body 
with direction cosines (Q ,m,n), and line L (Q ,m ,n ) as the intersect-
c c c c 
ing lines. Line Ld 'is of the form 












4.2. Kinematic Inversion 
(4.9) 
In the previous section, we described a procedure to transform a 
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coordinate system from a x,y,z frame of reference to a new x' ,y' ,z' frame 
of reference, in which the z'-axis is coincident with the Burmester line 
in the fixed rigid body, and the x'-axis is perpendicular to this line 
and at the same time passes through a point P1 , which is on the Burmester 
line in the moving rigid body in its first position. 
Burmester theory deals strictly with relative displacements, i. e., 
the five finitely separated positions of a moving rigid body ( I ) rela-
tive to another fixed rigid body ( I 1 ); therefore, we can consider one of 
the positions of the moving rigid body (I., i = 1, •.. , or 5) as fixed, 
l 
and then find the relative positions of I 1 with respect to the new fixed 
rigid body (I.) by applying the principle of kinematic inversion. 
l 
In our case kinematic inversion is accomplished by performing a 
transformation of coordinates from a x,y,z frame of reference to a new 
x' ,y' ,z' frame of reference similar to the one performed in the previous 
section; but here the z'-axis is coincident with the Burmester line cor-
responding to I., i = 1, ••• , or 5 , and the y'-axis is perpendicular to 
l 
this Burmester line and at the same time it passes through a point P1 
which is on the Burmester line corresponding to I 1 in its first position 
relative to I .. 
l 
4.3. Conditions Under Which a C Pair may be 
Replaced by a R, P, or H Pair 
In this section, we discuss the conditions under which a C pair may 
be replaced by a R, P or H pair. We know that a C pair has two degrees 
of freedom (a rotation about and a translation along the cylinder axis). 
If we constrain the translation along the cylinder axis, then the C pair 
behaves like a R pair. In the event that we constrain the rotation about 
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the cylinder axis, then the C pair behaves like a P pair. Fin;illy, if WC' 
force the translation along the cylinder axis to be proportional to the 
rotation about the same cylinder axis, then the C pair behaves like a 
H pair. 
In what follows, we give the conditions for a R, P, H and C kinema-
tic pair to exist for five finitely separated positions of a rigid body. 
1) Revolute Pair: all those points whose several positions can be reached 
with a R pair (i. e., points which fall on a circle) must satisfy the 
condition that for the five finitely separated positions of a rigid body, 
a point on I. corresponding to I.., j = 1, ••• ,5 must lie on a plane which 
J 
is perpendicular to the Burmester line, see Figure 6. 
x 
Figure 6. Points on a Circle 
In order to satisfy this condition, a point on I. in all of its five 
positions must lie on plane x'y' of the x' ,y' ,z' frame of reference; i.e., 
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the z' component of P. (x.',y.',x.'), j = 1, ••• ,5 must be zero. If this 
J J J J 
condition is not satisfied, then a R pair will not permit a rigid body 
to pass through the five prescribed positions. 
2) Prismatic Pair: all those points whose seviral positions can be 
reached by a P pair must satisfy the condition that for the five finitely 
separated positions of a rigid body, a point on I corresponding to Ij, 
j = 1, ••• ,5 must lie on a straight line, see Figure 7. 
z' 
x 
Figure 7. Points on a Straight Lirie 
If this condition i~ not Satisfied, then a P pair will not permit a 
rigid body to pass through the five prescribed positions. 
3) Helical Pair: all those points whose se~eral positions can be reached 
with a H pair must satisfy the condition that for the five finitely sepa-
rated positions of a rigid body, a point on I corresponding to I..' j 
J 
1, ••• ,5 must lie on a right circular helix whose axis is the Burmester 
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line. To satisfy this condition, we must check if e. 
J 
arcos x.' / s = 
J 
arsin y.' / s ; 
J 
if so, we calculate C. 1 J-
z ' 
j 
j = 2, •.• ,5. If 
c3 = c4 , then the condition is satisfied, see Figure 8; other-
wise, a H pair will not permit a rigid body to pass through the pre-
scribed positions. 
4) Cylindric Pair: all those points whose several positions cannot be 
reached by means of a R, P, or H pair, can be reached by a C pair whose 
axis is the Burmester line, see Figure 9. 
4.4. Identification of Cranks 
In order to identify the cranks, we apply the conditions described 
in the previous section for each Burmester line pair; for instance, if 
the direction cosines and location of a Burmester line in the moving 
rigid body satisfy the conditions for a particular kinematic pair, say 
a R pair; and if the direction cosines and location of the corresponding 
Burmester line in the fixed rigid body satisfy the conditions for another 
kinematic pair, say a P pair, then we have a P R crank. 
Table VIII exhibits all the possible cranks containing R, P, Hand 
C pairs. 
TABLE VIII 
BINARY CRANKS CONTAINING R, P, H AND C PAIRS 
R R 
R - p 
R H 
R - C 
p - R 
p - p 
p - H 
p - c 
H - R 
H - p 
H - H 
H - C 
C - R 
c - p 
C - H 
c - c 
Once we have identified the crank, we need to specify the distance 
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x 
Figure 8. Points on a Helix 
x 
Figure 9. Points on a Cylinder 
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s from one of the kinematic pairs tn the other one in the crank in study, 
as well as the twist angle <I> the axis of one of the kinematic pairs 
makes with the axis of the other one. The distance s is given by Equation 
(4.8). The twist angle <I> is 
where 
( Q ,m , n ) 









of a unit 
the fixed 
of a unit 
the moving 
(4.10) 
vector parallel to the 
rigid body, and 
vector parallel to the 
rigid body. 
Once all the possible cranks have been identified (for five finitely 
separated positions of a rigid body), then we can use any two such cranks 
to synthesize a linkage that will displace a moving rigid body through 
its five finitely separated positions relative to a fixed rigid body. If 
at least one of the kinematic pairs of this linkage is a R, P, or H pair, 
then by groundl.ng the pairs in the fixed rigid body, the synthesized 1 inkage 
may become a mechanism with one degree of freedom. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The main objective of the present investigation was to derive an 
analytical expression which permits one to determine the Burmester 
lines for the problem of guiding a rigid body through its five finitely 
separated positions. In practice, the solution to this problem is ac-
complished by using a binary C - C crank. The analytical procedure in-
volved in obtaining the Burmester lines is based on the application of 
the relationships for equivalent screw triangles formed by the binary 
crank and the screws describing the finitely separated positions. The 
four equivalent screw triangles formed by the binary crank and the 
screws yield a total of four equations relating the direction cosines 
and angles of rotation of the rigid body about the screws. Since there 
are only three independent relationships between direction cosines and 
angles of rotation, the set of four compatible equations yields two 
conditions forcing two third order determinants to vanish. Expansion 
of these determinants yields two cubic cones describing the space ana-
logs of the center point curves in plane. The two cubic cones, in 
theory, will intersect in at most nine lines out of which there will 
be three screws and six Burmester lines. Analytically, we can elimi-
nate the screws from the intersection of the two cubic cones and ob-
tain a sixth degree polynomial whose real roots will provide the ratios 
of two of the three direction cosines for each of the six Burmester 
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lines. By introducing these ratios one by one in the equation of one 
of the cubic cones, we can determine the third direction cosine for 
each one of the Burmester lines. Once the direction cosines for each 
of the Burmester lines (in the moving and fixed frames of reference) 
have been found, the location of the Burmester lines in the moving 
rigid body and in the fixed rigid body can be determined. 
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Each Burmester line in the moving rigid body has a corresponding 
Burmester line in the fixed rigid body. This pair of Burmester lines 
constitutes a Burmester line pair. For design purposes each Burmester 
line pair may be replaced by a C - C crank. Furthermore, by restricting 
the rotation and/or translation of each of the C pairs of a C - C crank, 
we may obtain other types of cranks containing R, P, H or C pairs, such 
as the ones shown in Table VIII. 
In summary, the contributions of the present investigation are: 
(1) For five finitely separated positions of a rigid body, a sixth 
degree polynomial whose real roots lead to the determination 
of the Burmester lines for C - C cranks is derived analyti-
cally. 
(2) The conditions under which a C - C crank may degenerate into 
cranks containing R, P, H or C pairs are given. 
The derivation of the sixth degree polynomial involved an enormous 
amount of algebraic manipulation which, because of its complexity, was 
carried out using the available algebraic manipulation programs such as 
FORMAC and ALFRED. 
The total amount of time required to reduce the seventh degree 
polynomial described by Equation (3.27) to the sixth degree polynomial 
described by Equation (3.29) exceeded more than 100 hours of CPU time 
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on an IBM 370-158, many times requiring as much as 1500 K-bytes of mem-
ory. There is still one more level of substitution for the complete 
simplification of each one of the coefficients of the sixth degree pol-
ynomial. We estimate that this task will require at least another 100 
hours of CPU time on the same type of computer. When this final substi-
tution is finished, we expect some of the coefficients of the sixth de-
gree polynomial displayed in Table VII to be reduced as much as 70% of 
their actual size. We also predict that the term (tan2 013/2 + 1) will 
factor out completely from each one of the coefficients, thus simplify-
ing these coefficients even more. 
It is important to note that the determination of the direction 
cosines of the Burmester lines can be carried out by applying a numeri-
cal approach to determine the intersections of the two cubic cones given 
by Equations (3.19) and (3.20). Such a numerical approach, however, 
will provide along with. the Burmes.ter lines the three unwanted screws 
$12• $13 , and $23 '. In addition, initial estimates of some of the di-
rection cosines are needed in order to proceed with their determination. 
The present investigation has developed an analytical approach that eli-
minates both of these problems. This is accomplished in the following 
steps: (1) selecting an appropriate frame of reference to describe all 
the screws, (2) applying relationships for the equivalent screw triangle 
and (3) eliminating analytically the common roots involving the direc-
tion cosines of screws $12 , $13 , and $23 1 • This final step yields the 
sixth degree polynomial whose real roots .give the ratios of two of the 
three direction cosines of the Burmester lines in the moving frame of 
reference. The coefficients of this sixth degree polynomial (in its 
present form) may be used to perform theoretical studies in space, as 
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will be discussed shortly. However, numerical substitution in the coef-
ficients of the sixth degree polynomial (3.29) is discouraged at the 
present, unless a very accurate computer is used. The coefficients of 
the sixth degree polynomial in their present form are succeptible to 
truncation and round-off errors. We expect that this problem will 
disappear once the final level of substitution is performed. 
Direct application of the present investigation will permit 
a kinematician to undertake theoretical and applied research in 
Burmester theory. Some of the oportunities for applied research 
include: 
1) Robots for handling radioactive or other hazardous materials. 
Most of the operations for handling radioactive or other hazardous 
materials require personal involvement. By properly programming the 
motion of the robot arm, and by using the sixth degree polynomial, the 
cranks can be positioned in such a way that it will actually perform 
the task without human intervention. The advantages are: (a) it is 
safer; (b) the operation can be performed faster; (c) many times the 
operation can be performed by a much simpler robot arm; i.e., with less 
number of cranks. 
In many cases if a programmed motion is required, a robot arm such 
as the one shown in Figure lOa may be replaced by a simpler robot arm, 
such as the one shown in Figure lOb. The rigid body I in both robot 
arms has six degrees of freedom. The difference between the robot arms 
lies strictly in the number of components; i.e., the robot arm in 
Figure lOa contains seven R pairs and six cranks, while the one in Fig-
ure lOb contains one R pair, three C pairs and only three cranks. By 
selecting a series of five finitely separated positions of the rigid 
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body I , we can apply the sixth degree polynomial (3.29) and obtain 
the positions of the cranks that will displace the rigid body through 
its five prescribed positions. 
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 10. (a) A RRRRRRR Open Loop Chain 
(b) A RCCC Open Loop Chain 
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2) Robots for remote work, such as the ones in Mars and the moon. 
All of the advantages of (1) above apply here. Furthermore, in 
many instances the robot arm is required to avoid obstacles, such as 
the legs of the landing unit, heavy rocks, etc. By selecting a series 
of five finitely separated positions and applying the results of this 
investigation, we can find the cranks which will pick up objects and at 
the same time avoid obstacles. 
3) Airplane landing gears. 
By optimizing the RCCC open loop chain in figure lOb, we can prob-
ably find a new design for an airplane landing gear. This landing gear 
would function as the present landing gears in its landing mode, but 
once the craft is airborne, it could be folded efficiently in a more 
compact form . 
Other applications of the results of this investigation are only 
limited to the designer's imagination. We expect new designs to appear 
in the areas of prosthetics, engine transmissions, optical equipment, 
textile machinery, packaging machinery, etc. in the near future. 
The results of the present investigation also permit one to under-
take a variety of research problems in three-dimensional kinematics. 
Some of these problems are briefly presented below: 
1) Synthesis of three and four link mechanisms in space. 
By using the results of this investigation, provided a very ac-
curate computer is available, it is possible for one to synthesize 
mechanisms which will displace a rigid body through its five prescribed 
finitely separated positions. 
In some design situations; however, one is required to design a 
mechanism which will displace a rigid body through its five prescribed 
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finitely separated positions, and at the same time prescribe the location 
and orientation of the fixed pivots. In other words, the Burmester 
lines in the fixed rigid body, as well as the five finitely separated 
positions of the rigid body, are given. This type of design situation 
is completely unexplored at the present. Now that an analytical 
approach that leads to the determination of the Burmester lines is 
available, it is expected that in the near future procedures to tackle 
the design problem of specified Burmester lines and positions of a 
rigid body will be developed. 
In many cases a new improved design for an already existent mech-
anism is desired. By applying the results of this investigation, it is 
possible, in general, to obtain other cranks which, when used in a mech-
anism, will perform the same operations as the original mechanism, 
and at the same time may have an improved transmission angle or better 
dimensions. 
Since Burmester theory deals strictly with relative motions, it is 
possible for one to apply the results of this investigation for the syn-
thesis of mechanisms with more than four links. It is hoped that the 
derivation of the sixth degree polynomial whose real roots lead to the 
determination of the Burmester lines, will provide the user with a bet-
ter kinematic insight to his particular design problem. 
2) Properties of Burmester lines. 
The five positions of a rigid body, l , moving relative to an-
other rigid body, l' , determine the number of Burmester lines which 
displace l relative to l' . The Burmester lines are defined by the 
direction cosines of unit vectors parallel to the Burmester lines and 
a point on the Burmester line. It is reasonable to expect that for 
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different arrangements of the positions of a rigid body I , the number 
and location of the Burmester lines may vary. 
Studies similar to the ones performed for plane kinematics, as were 
described in Table I, may be undertaken in order to extend some of the 
properties existent for planar motion into spherical and spatial motion. 
In space, a rigid body can be arranged in a greater number of different 
ways due to the third dimension. This fact permits one to study a set 
of properties that are unique to spatial motion. The research opportu-
nities for this particular aspect of Burmester theory are unlimited. 
3) Special cases of the sixth degree polynomial (3.29). 
A research study by itself could be undertaken just to investigate 
the sixth degree polynomial whose real roots give the ratios of the 
Burmester lines in the moving rigid body. For instance, one could find 
under what conditions some of the coe·fficients vanish, and then relate 
the findings to physically attainable mechanisms. This type of study 
would give a better insight on the properties to be studied in (2) above. 
4) Study of other cranks containing S, C, R, P or H pairs. 
Our study was limited to the C - C cranks and all its variations 
with R, P, H or C pairs, as presented in Table VIII. There is, however, 
another very useful set of binary cranks which contains an S pair.. In 
some instances, these cranks would permit us to design a mechanism for 
as many as eight positions of a rigid body. It is hoped that the pre-
sent research will encourage other investigators to extend space 
Burmester theory to a new theory which includes more than five positions 
of a rigid body. 
5). Extension of Burmester theory for diads to triads. 
This type of study would be very useful in case a large number of 
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rigid body positions is desired. This would lead to the design of mech-
anisms with more than four links. 
Since the study of triads in planar kinematics is fairly limited, 
we are left with a poor foundation and feel for what can be expected in 
space. Thus, it is anticipated that this particular problem will be 
the most difficult. 
In view of the several areas of future research presented above, 
the outcome of the present investigation appears to be very limited. 
Yet, at the same time, we want to emphasize that this is the step which 
will permit kinematicians to explore new areas of applications and the-
ory in spatial kinematics. 
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APPENDIX A 
HOW TO FIND THE DIRECTION COSINES OF A LINE WHICH 
IS PERPENDICULAR TO ~WO INTERSECTING LINES 
Let us define a line L with direction cosines (Q ,m ,n ) to be 
g g g g 
perpendicular to lines L and Lf" e 
Line L is of the form 
e 
x - a y - b z - c (a.1) e e e 
Q m n 
e e e 
and line Lf is of the form 
x - af y - b f 
z - cf (a.2) 
Q f mf nf 
The condition for line L to be perpendicular to line L is: 
g e 
Q Q + m m + n n = 0 (a.3) g e g e g e 
The condition for line L to be perpendicular to 1 i ne Lf is: g 
Q l f + mgmf + ngnf = 0 (a.4) 




g g g 
We can now find (Q ,m ,n ) from Equations (a.3 - a.5). The follow-
g g g 
ing cases may arise (in all cases sgn = + 1 or - 1): 
Case 1.- If Qemf -Qfme I= 0, then 






nfme - n m 
R 
e f 
a Q emf - Q m f e 
nfQ e - n Q 
Rb 
e f 
Qfme - Q emf 
and 
Q R n 
g a g 
m Rbng g 
Case 2.- If Q n -
e f Q fne -J 0 ' then 
1JRa 2 
2 
1 m sgn + Rb + g 
where 
mfne - m n 
R 
e f 
Q - Q n a enf f e 
mfQ e - m Q 
Rb 
e f 
Q fne - Q enf 
and 
Q Rm 
g a g 
n Rb mg g 
Case 3.- If mfne - menf -J 0 ,_ then 
Q 1J Ra 2 
2 
1 = sgn + Rb + g 
where 
Q fne - Q enf 
R 
a menf - m n f e 
Qfme - Q emf 
Rb 
mfne - m n e f 
and 
m R Q 
g a g 
n RbQg g 
APPENDIX B 
DIRECTION COSINES OF THE BURMESTER LINES 
IN THE FIXED FRAME OF REFERENCE 
The real roots of the sixth degree polynomial, Equation (3.29), give 
the direction cosines (M ,M ,M ) of the Burmester lines in the moving 
x y z 
rigid body. Thus, a.,· i = 1, ••• ,5 in Equations (3.13) and (3.14) are com-
i 












From Equation (b.1) we find that 
A 






We know that the direction cosines (F ,F ,F ) obey the following 
x y z 
condition: 
F 2 + F 2 + F 2 1 ( b. 5) 
x y z 
thus 




F A F 
x y 
F B F 
z y 
We find that there is only one Burmester line in the fixed rigid body 
corresponding to each one of the Burmester lines in the moving rigid body. 
Each set of moving and fixed Burmester lines forms a Burmester line pair 
(which is the space analog of the Burmester point pair in plane kinema-
tics). 
APPENDIX C 
LOCATION OF THE BURMESTER LINES CORRESPONDING 
TO THE MOVING FRAME OF REFERENCE 
In Chapter III we found that the intersections of the two screw cones 
(Figure 4) give us the condition for a line embedded in the moving rigid 
body, in its five finitely separated positions, to be at a constant incli-
nation relative to another line embedded in the fixed rigid body. This 
condition, however, is not sufficient for the complete description of a 
Burmester line. We also need to satisfy the condition ttat the line in the 
moving rigid body remains at a coPstant distance from some line in the 
fixed rigid body (see Figure 11 for nomenclature). 
Figure 11. Nomenclature Used in the Location of the Burmester Lines 
The conditions for constant inclination (or twist) and distance be-





where s. and q>., i = 1, ••• ,5 are the distance and angle between the lines 
1 1 
in the moving and fixed frames of reference. 
The constant moment condition gives us 
sisin <l>i = LmjG1 + MmjG2 + NmjG3 + LfjG1' + MfjG2' + NfjG3' ( c .1) 
where (G 1 ,c2 ,c3 ) is the cross product of the unit vector parallel to the 
Burmester line in the fixed frame of reference with direction cosines 
(Lfj'Mfj'Nfj) and the vector from the origin to the point (xAfj'YAfj'zAfj) 
on this Burmester line; and (G 1 ' ,c2 ',G3 ') is the cross product of the unit 
vector parallel to the Burmester line in the moving frame of reference 
with direction cosines (L .,M .,N .) and the vector from the origin to the 
mJ mJ mJ 
point (xA .,yA .,zAm.) on the moving Burmester line. 
mJ mJ J 
In order to locate the Burmester line corresponding to the moving 
rigid body, proceed as follows:19 
1) Redefine the direction cosines (L .,M .,N .) of the Burmester line in 
mJ mJ mJ 
study as (L. ,M. ,N.), i 
1 1 1 
2) Define (L.,M.,N.) as 























19 Th · 1 d . . f [ 104] h ere is an a ternate proce ure given in re erence ; t at 
procedure, however, is not completely general, since it does not include 
the case when either $14 and/or $15 and/or a Burmester line is perpendic-






1) (1 0i) a - - cos xi 
b u1iu2i(l - cos 0.) - u3 isin 0. xi 1 1 
c u1iu3i(l - cos 0.) + u2.sin 0. xi 1 1 1 
a 
yi u1iu2i(l - cos 0.) + u 3 isin 0. 1 1 
b (u2i 
2 
1) (1 0.) 
yi - - cos 1 
c 
yi u2iu3i(l - cos 0i) u 1 isin 0. 1 
a 
zi u1iu3i(l - cos 0.) - u 2 isin 0. 1 1 
b 
zi u2iu3i(l - cos 0.) + u 1isin 0. 1 1 
(u3i 
2 1)(1 0.) c zi - - cos 1 
for i 2' •.•• '5 ; here (u1i'u2i'u3i) and 0. are the direction cosines 1 
and rotation angles corresponding to screws $li' i = 2, ••• ,5 • 
3) Define Fli' F 2 i and F3 i as 
Fli 1. - 11 1 
F2i M. - M 1 1 
F3·i N. - Nl 1 
for i = 2, ••• ,5 • 









xArnjKli + YArnjK2i + 2 ArnjK3i + K4i 
1f.(N.a .-M.a .) + Mf.(1.a .-N.a .-F3 .) J 1 y1 1 Z1 J 1 Z1 1 X1 1 
1f.(N.b .-M.b .+F3 .. ) + Mf.(1.b .-N.b .) J 1 y1 1 Z1 1 J 1 Z1 1 X1 
(c.2) 
+ Nf.(M.a .-1.a .+F3 .) J 1 X1 1 y1 · 1 
+ Nf.(M.b .-1.b .-F1 .) · J 1 X1 1 y1 1 
1f.(N.c .-M.c .-F2 .) + Mf.(1.c .-N.c .+F1 .) + Nf.(M.c .-1.c .) J 1 y1 1 Z1 1 J 1 Z1 1 X1 1 J 1 X1 1 y1 
1f.(N.d .-M.d .) + Mf.(1.d .-N.d .) + Nf .(M.d .-1.d .) 
J 1 y1 1 Z1 J 1 Z1 1 X1 J 1 X1 1 y1 
d . d.u 1 . - a.a . - b.b . - c.c . X1 1 1 1 X1 1 X1 1 X1 
for i 
89 
d . d.u2 . - a.a . - b.b . c.c . yi l l l yi l yi l yi 
d . d.u3 . - a.a . - b,b . - c.c . Zl l l l Zl l Zl l Zl 
2, ••• ,5 ; here (a. ,b. ,c.) are the coordinates of a point on $li'' l l l 
i 2, •.• ,5, and di are the translations along screws $li' i = 2, •.. ,5. 
5) By forcing the line from the origin to the Burmester line corresponding 
to the fixed frame of reference to be perpendicular to the Burmester line, 
we obtain 
(c.3) 
6) Equation (c.2) for i = 2, ••• ,5 and Equation (c.3) permit us to find 
G1 , G2 , and G3 • For this purpose, let us define 
Lfj Mfj Nfj 0 
F12 F22 F32 -E2 
0 (c.4) 
F13 F23 F33 -E 3 
F14 F24 F34 -E4 
and 
Lfj Mfj Nfj 0 
F12 F22 F32 -E2 
0 (c.5) 
F13 F23 F33 -E3 
F15 F25 F35 -E 5 
Now, Equations (c.4) and (c.5) may be simplified into 
xAmjHl + YAmjH2 + ZAmjH3 + H4 0 (c.6) 
xAmjH5 + YAmjH6 + zAmjH7 + H8 0 (c .7) 
where 
H. K1 .D + K3iDb l i a 
H. 4 l+ K1 .D l c + K4iDb 

















Nfj Lf j 





Now, Equations (c.6) and (c.7) together with 
xAm.L . + yA .M . + zA .N . J mJ mJ mJ mJ mJ 
90 
Mfj Nf j 
F22 F 32 
F23 F33 
0 (c.8) 
give us three equations and three unknowns in (xA .,yA .,zA .); thus 
mJ mJ mJ 
defining 
H1 H2 H3 H4 H2 H3 
D 
mj HS H6 H7 





N mj . 0 M mj 
N 
mj 
H1 H4 H3 H1 H2 H4 











D D D xm JE.! and zm XA . = YAmj = ZA . mJ D mj D mj mJ D mj 
To find the coordinates of a point on each of the Burmester lines 
in the moving frame of reference, repeat the above procedure for each 
j = 1, ••• '2k ' where k = 0,1,2, or 3 . 
APPENDIX D 
LOCATION OF THE BURMESTER LINES CORRESPONDING 
TO THE FIXED FRAME OF REFERENCE 
To find 20 the coordinates of a point on the Burmester axis embedded 
in the fixed frame of reference, we use the following equations: 
G1F12 + G2F22 + G3F32 






( d. 2) 
Equations (d.1) and (d.2), together with Equation (c.3) give us 
three equations and three unknowns in G1 , c2 , and c3 ; thus defining 
F12 F22 F32 -E2 F22 F32 
F13 F23 F33 -E 3 F23 F33 
Lfj Mfj Nf j 0 Mfj Nfj 
F12 -E2 F32 F12 F22 -E2 
F13 -E 3 F33 and F13 F23 -E 3 
Lfj 0 Nfj Lf j Mfj 0 
we obtain 
and 
Now, since (G1 ,G2 ,G3 ) is the cross product of the unit vector with 
direction cosines (Lfj'Mfj'Nfj) and the vector from the origin to the 
point (xAfj'YAfj'zAfj) on the Burmester line in the fixed frame of refer~ 
ence, then the following relationships are true 
20 See footnote number 19 • 
91 
92 
y Af/fj - zAfjMfj Gl (d.3) 
2 Afj 1 fj - XAfjNfj G2 
(d.4) 
XAfjMfj - YAfjLfj G3 (d.5) 
Here, we have three equations and three unknowns in (xAfj'YAfj'zAfj), 
thus by defining 
0 Nfj -Mfj Gl Nfj -Mfj 
D fj -Nfj 0 Lf j D xf G2 
0 Lf j 
Mfj -Lf j 0 G3 -L fj 
0 
0 Gl -Mfj 0 Nf j Gl 
D 




Mfj G3 0 Mfj -Lfj G3 
we obtain 
D 
xf D f 
D 
zf 
xAfj = y Afj = 
J.!:_ and 2 Af j = 
--
D fj D f j Df j 
To find the coordinates of a point on each of the Burmester lines 
in the fixed frame of reference, repeat the above procedure for each 
j = 1 ' ••• '2k ' where k = 0,1,2, or 3 . 
APPENDIX E 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 
This appendix presents the computer program used to determine the 
real roots of Equation (3.29). The numerical values of the screws used 
in this program are the same as the ones given by Roth in Reference [62]. 
The output of the program presents: 
1) The direction cosines of the Burmester lines as given by Roth, 
2) The direction cosines of the Burmester lines in the transformed co-
ordinate system, 
3) The values of Equations (3.19), (3.20), and (3.26) with the direction 
cosines of the Burmester lines in the transformed coordinate system, 
4) The values of T .. , i = 0, ... ,6, j = 0, ... ,3, 
lJ 
5) The coefficients of the sixth degree polynomial (3.29), and 
6) The real and imaginary roots of the sixth degree polynomial. 
The real roots of Equation (3.29) are the ratios of the direction 






















IMPLICIT REAL*8 IA-H,J-YI 
DI MENS ION Kl341, TTC28 I, Al 71,.1.AI 7), SI 16) rRI 6) ,zc 6) 
COMPLEX l 
COMMON/INPUT/U23,W23,U24,V24,W24,U25,V25,W25,N2,NJ,~4 
----> MAIN PROGRAI' <---~---
FORHATC2X,'CUBIC1 = 1 ,f8.4,JX, 1 CUBIC2 =•,fS.4,/1 
FORMATl2X,•SYLVtSTERS OYALITIC t'LIMINANT = 1,FS.4,/) 
FORMAT I 2F20.51 
FURMATlf/,lOX,'ROUTS OF ThE SIXTH uEGREE PULYNOMIAL'l 










RI 5l= SI 111 •TL **L +SI 121 *Tl *T M+SI l3l *TM**Z 
Rl61=Sll4l*TL**2*TM+Sll5l*TL*TM**2+S(l61*TM**3 
T=W23*Tl-U23*TN 
EQUATIO~S (3.241 ANC 13.l~l 




Ll c T=k I 3) * ( R ( ll *I< l 5l *< L +, ( > l *RI 4 l ** <-H 2 I «;; l 4 I "l'l I 51-
$ R 11 ) * f< ( 4 ) * i< I c l l +,, Io I • l ? ( 6 ) *" ( l I * * 2 H ( ~ l *° I 2) * • 2-
S. R(lJ*k(3l*fd 4)-r<{ !l*1dZ l*r'.l':il I 
WRl-TE(6,lOllDU 
CALL BETH(K,TTI 
CALL MAK YI TT ,A) 
uJ !Z 11=1,1 
ZAllll=Allll 
CALL lPULR(lA,6,L,lEl~l 
•KITE (6, z,91 





IMPLICIT kEol*8 <"-ZI 
UIMENSION K(J~l,Sllol 
COMMOIUNNl/r--it 
DEFlNllluN LlF s•s FRJM TA8LE VI 










S 17l=IK114 l-K I 10ll*N1+IKI'l1-K l L> 11 
Sl81=Kll3l*Nl+Kll41 











IMPLICIT REAL*B IA-Zl 
CDMMON/JOHN/LA,MA,NA,LB,MB,~B,LC,MC,NC 
READI 5,lOOIXLoXM,XN 
OIRECTION COSINES OF THE BUR~ESTER LINES l~ lrlt lkANSfOqM[u 
COORDINATE SYSTEM 
Tl=XL*LB+XM*MB+XN*NB 
TM= XL*LA+ XM* MA +XN*NA 




101 FORMATl///,2X,'RrJTHS "· LINES - DIR. COS. =' ,JFJ .4,/1 
102 FORMATl2X.'TRA1<S 8. Lll<cS - JI!{. cos.=•,3F6.4,/l 
KETUkN 
END 
SUB ROUT I NE SUS AN 
IMPLl~IT REAL*8 (A-H,J-Yl 
COMMON/INPUT/U23,W23,U24,V24,W24,J25,V25oW25,NZ,N3,~ 
COMMON/ NNl/ Nl 
COMMON/ JOHN/LA ,MA.NA. Ltl. Mtl. l'<B .ut 2. VIZ .wt 2 
100 FORMATl6Fl0.51 
101 FORMATl4Fl0.5l 
lOZ FURMATl2X.'DIR. COS. UF Sl' ,11, ' 11' fHF TKAN>FUi<.<fD C1lORJlNATE SY 
1'STEM: ( •,f7.4,', 1 ,Fl.4, 1 , ',F7.4-, lXr ') ',/) 
103 FORMAT(/,2X,'OlR. COS. Of !>CREW .::d',11,' ARE:(' ,F7.4,•, 1 ,f7.4r 
s•,•,F1.4,1x,•> 1 1 
104 FORMAT!ZX.'ROT. ANG. LJF SCREI< s1•,11,• Is:•, F7.31 
105 FORMATl//,zx,•THE COIJROINATES Of A PUlNT ')!< SL~E,; '.>l'.Il •• A~E: I' 
$,F7.41 '• •,f7.4 1 1 1 1 1 F7.4, 1X, 1 ) 1 ) 
106 FORHAT(f/,ZX,'TRANSFORMED COURDINATE SYST"M') 
10/ FURMAT(/,5X 1 1 X-AXIS: t•,f7.4,•,•,~7.4,•,•,f7.4, 1 ) 1 ) 





fORMAT(/,SX, 1 :...-AXI:;,~ ( 1 ,Fl.4, 1 , 1 ,f:7.4, 1 ,',F7.4,' ) 1 1 //I 
TRAl'.SFUKMAT l«N UF COuKDlN-~ TE;; 
'° .po 
REAUl5,lOllUl2,VlL,Ul3,VlJ 
READ( 5, lOllU 14, V 141Ul5, V 15 
Wl2= DSQRT11.-u12••2-v12••21 
Wl3= DSORTl1.-Ul3**2-Vl5**2l 
Wl4= DSORT ( l.-Ul4**2-V l't**2l 
Wl5=-DSQRT(l.-U15**2-Vl5**21 






wR IT E ( 6, 1031 I, U13, Vl3, Wl3 
wRITE(6,lO'tll,T3 
1=4 











"3=U 13*1A12-A 131+V13•1B12-B 131 +WD* I Cl2-C 131 
f'4=1Rl•R3-R21/ll.-Rl**21 
k 5=R 1*i<4+R3 
P l=A l2+LI 12*R4 





S23=U'.> QRT I ( P 11-P 11 <* L + ( P !<- P 21 ** l+ (Pl>- P 31 *'' ,>) 







Mll=RF * .~IJ 
WKlfEI a, 106) 
WRITE (6, 107) ld,~dh Nf\ 
>.iU TE l 6 .l OBI l~, MA, l\A 
HRITE(l., 10Y)Jl2,Vl2,,..1L 
UUIZ=O. 
VV IL= o. 
.~w 12= i. 
U24=Ul•*LB+ll•*~B+Wl4*~~ 
V .24= U 14* LA+ V 14*'-\At wl 4* .'n 
.,·.:::4=U 14-*U 12- +V 14t.'V 12 +.-J l ·, '::r. 1.: 
Li2 :.i=:.ul ~ .:,, Lo+V l j :;. ·1oH'll ~ ':=t'rn 
























IMPLICIT R~AL*ll IA-ZI 









Cl 101=N4*( l-V25**21 
C(lll=N't*ll-U25**2l 
(.I l3l =N4*ll25*1125 
Cll41=~'t*V25*W25 
Cll5l=N4*U25*V25 
DEFINITlOi\I '~r· L 1 S FK.J.'I TA.jL_ va 
fl 11 =L ( ll/UZ; 
E ( 2 l = C ( 5 l -C I ll o., 2 JI u 2 ; + V h 
E ( 3) =.-J23*U2<t-WZ3 *C (6 J-U2...>*l ( l J-·J?. ! *.., .. -,.'t 
1:141=L!Sl-Ct ll*"L3/lJ2.l-V<'4 
t(5)=C{l~*WL...>*:!l:....:/UL.J-2~'C( ... d * ... .::.1.-uL.~Yo...{ 3) 
El6l=2*L(bl 
Cl 71=U23*C( 71-u23*~24+<123*C (61+.<h"U<4 
EIS I =-Cl6 l-U24 
El9l=UL3*C(2) 
E( 1Ul=Cl9l/U '3 




Et 151=2*CI 141 
E ( u~ J '=U23*C ( l) )-U2- *, .. : 3 t-,. L3 *lo r 14) +¥;.2 3*02 ~ 
F(l"/l=-C(J;l-'J;>:, 
~( lol~U23•cl !JI 
K ( l l = ,.,z * (El,, l +EI d I I+.· I 11 
~121 =;;2•u21 




Kl61 =N2* IE Lil-El 711 +.'. •* ( C14 l+V24 I 
K(71=N2*El71-El21 





K(l51="l2*1EI l51+E! 171l+C!101 
Kilo) =N2*E (111 
Kl l7l=N2*E112l*E( 131 
K lld l=NZ*EI l'>I 
Kl 201 =NZ* I El 121-E ll6l 1+2. *I E(l3 l+V25 l 
Kl2ll=N2*EI l6l-EI 111 








Kl l.,,l =Kl 221-KI 181 





1,~PLICll R[AL•c IA-H,K-Ll 
OIMEt<Slu'< TTIZJI ,Al7l 
COM'IUMNNl/Nl 
C LOffFICIENIS OF THE >IXTH UfGRlt PGLY,,UMIAL 13 • .!'>I 
c 
100 FOR.'~AT12X, 1 G 1 ,Il, 1 : 1 ,f-19.B) 




J.; 10 I= l, 7 







!<1PLI CIT kE AL*S I A-H, J-Z} 
U I Mc NS I °'' KI 3't I , TT (? BI 
Kl=KI 11 
KL=Kl2l 













Kl2=K I lll 
Kl3=K I 131 
Kl4:Kll4l 
i<l5=K 1151 
K 16=K I lb I 





K22=K ( 22 I 
K23=Kl23l 
K24•11.(·24 I 





OEFINIT!UN OF ThE COEFFICIENT~ OF THE SIXTH DEb~tt PCLYN8MIAL 
F K CM TABLE V 11 
103 = -t<.l*K3*Kl7*Al3+Kl*~~~Kl/**2-K3*K 1 *~1S*~l7+~15*K23*KJ 
102 = -Kl*K3*Kl7*K24-Ki~K3*Kl6*Kij-Kl*K4*~17*~2)+2*Kl*K~* 
$K. l 7*K 18+K l*K lO*K 17** 2-K2~«, J~r<. 17~ ,<\.:.' )t- '<...L *K ,.,.,.1<..l 7to<*2 +z-;. K.'.1 *K4*t<.l ~ *K2~­
.$.J(.3*K9 *Kl :>*I\ l.j-K3*K 9 *" l 6*r<. l /-rCJ"¥-I\ 1:.J*K l 5*i\. l I-< 1.t-'*-"'. 1 ~I\ l :,,* "... l. 7 t Kl:> *K;:: .,.:;:. 
$K3 .. 2+ Kl 6*K23*Ko**2 
TOl = -K l*K 3*K l 8*K24-r< l•r<.. <f~'f. l 7* K;:: 1t- i<.l ·:· ~4·.- .<.i;; -:. 1\23 +Kl~ KG* Kl d 
.)**.2 +2*K l *KlO *K 17 *K ld-KL*K j*I\. l 7*'<. 24-K L*K. 3* < 1..'i * '\ 2 _,- <.. 2_t.•k. 4*r<. l 7*K. 2::S+ 2-:: 
#Ki:*!< 9*K l 7*Kl 1"3+ KL*K l G* rd l**-L +L *Kj *K<t *Kl~* K24+ ,?:* ;u ~!\4 >:·K.161'.-~L.J-rd *t-. (;,. 
$*K l6*K 18-K 3*K l '.1*K 1J*r<..1.,-K 3*i< l }#:<.. l,,::q-, l 7-K4':< i< ')*-f.. l J* r<. 1.::.-t<..'-t(' i<. -f¢ r, i..u!.' 
$Kl7-K~*KlO*KlJ*Kl7+Kl5*~Ll*~4~~2+~1~*~24*-K)~*.' 
TOO~ -Kl*K4*KLi'"r\.24+Kl*1dO#Klrl**2.-Kc.'.~'<,"· .·.L:~"'K-2--t--l\,;'.>:·f\4¥".l T 
i*KL:. 't-ri.2: ¢K't *K lti >'...::·, 2 3 +K2*K :1*1< l o**2+ 2*K 2.*K. l J*r.. i 7*r: 1 :. + ;~,"'.) * .<,..f* ,, L ;: 
.loK3*KlO*KlO*Kl:j-.-<.4*K9*Kll.*Kl8-r<.4*-KiO*Kl?*Kl.O-K4*< Ll:i-1<- lc.*l\l !+-- i. 
$1,24 *K4** 2+K lb *K2 3* K4** 2 
TU = Kl*K30<Kl70:{24-Kl~K3*~li*K2o+Kl*K3*Kid*K23-Kl*' ''K22* 
'li:"l.23+K l*-K4* Ki 7* K£ 3"-Kl* K3* Kl 1 *KZ5-i *Kl *K '!~Kl S*K2 .:S-2*·'- l •r..9 *Kl 7,.. . l ()+ 2 
S*Kl*K~*Kl7*K22-~l*Kl0*Kl7**2+Kl*Kl4*r'\17**2•K~~K~*~l7*K23-K?~K9* 
$Kl 7**2-2*K3*K4*K 15 *K2 j +2 *K3 *Kd*K l ~ *K2 3 +-r<..3*KS *K i'J*K l C-r\ 3*r- '7 :' ;<: l ?* 
$KZ2+ K.3*K 9*K 16* Kl 7+K3* 1-'-l J*-Kl ~*1-\l l-t..3*Kl 4*Kl5~ Kl 7+1\.4JO:= t<:;, *Kl '5 *rd 7-r--. ;) -,;o. 
iK9*Kl5*Kl7-Kl5*it24*K3**2+Kl~*K23*K3~=•2-Kl6*K2jOK3**2+Kl**2*KZ3*~i 
$<-K9**L*Kl5**2 
Tl2 = 2*Kl*K2*KZ3**L-Kl*.<3•Kl1*K23+Kl•K3*Kll*K<'7+2*<l*K3' 
$KI 8*K24-K l*Kl*-Kl 8* Kl 8-Kl *K3 *K2 0 > K2 ~-11.l * K~ • K2 2*K2 4+2 •Kl *"4 •.; l 7 •K 2 4 




H2*K2* K3*Kl 7*K24-K2*K3*Kl 7*1<.28+2*K2*K3*K18 *K 23-K 2 *K3*K22*K 0+<-*K 2 
\*K4*Kl7*KZ3-K2*Kd*Kl1*K23-2*K2*K9•Kl5*K23-4*KZ*K9*<l7*Klo+2•KL*K9 
$*Kl 7 *K2Z-.:.' *ll..2*K l 'J*r--1 / :t.·'f:<...:_ +-KL *K l4*K l 7**2-4*r< 3*K---t>'~K l 5*K24+ .i*K.:S* K4* 
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$K l3*K l6*K23- 6* Ki O;. 13* Kl 6* KZ 1-L* ;.10 Kl 3 *Kl<,* K< 2 +2 •Kl* Kl3*K20*K 21-K l 
OK t::l*K2l**L+L*Kl *K 13 *K22**L-'>*K l*K l4*K 15* KL7-2* < l*K l4*Kl6*K24+4* 
$Kl*Kl4*Kl6*K2B-Z*Kl*Kl4*Kl8*K~l+4*Kl*Kl4*K2l*K22+K2'"1<3*Kl8*K27+K2 
$*K3*K2l*K24+K2*K4*Kl7•K27+K2*K4*Kl8*K24-K2*K4*KZO*K27+3*K2*K4*K2l 
l*K27-KZ*K4*K L2*K28-K2*K S*K ld*K Zl-K Z*K 6*-';: l*K 24+K 2*K 6*K.2l* K28+K2* 
5K6*K22*K27+KZ•K7*Kl7*K2+•3*K2*K7•Kl8•K~l-K2•K7*K20*K24+K2•K7*K20* 
$K28•2*K2*K 7•i<2 l*K24-K 2*K 7*K2l•K28+ KZ*K 7*K22•K23-2•K<* K7*K22* K2 7-
$K2•KB*Kl8*K28+K2*K8*K20*K27 ii<Z*Kci*K 2l*K23- 2*K 2*< il*K2 l *K 27-KZ*KS* 
$K22*K24+2*K2*K8*K22*KL8+l* K2*1\9*Kl5 *KZ 7-Z•i<.2 •K'l *Kl6 *K2B-2*KZ*K 9* 
$K2l*K22-2*K2*K lO*K l5*K2o-ll*K2*1U O*K l6*K27-2•K2* KlO* Kl 7*K21+2*K2* 
iKlO*K20*K2l-K2*K10 *Kl 3**2-2~2*K10 *K2 l **2 •K2 *K 10 *K2 2** 2+ 2•K 2*K 13* 
$Kl5*K23-b*K2*KU*Kl5* KZ 7-B* K2*Kl3* Kl6*K24+6* K2•KU* Kl6*K2B-2 *K2* 
$Kl3*Kl7*Kl8+2*K2*Kl3•Kld*K2.J-6*Kl*Kl3*Kl8*K21-2*K2*Kl3*K20*K22 
T252=4* 
SK2*K l3*K2 l*K ZZ-2•K2*K l4*K l5•K24+'t* K2*Kl4*Kl5*KZ&-Z* KZ* Kllt*Kl6*K23 
$+b•K2*Kl4•Kl6*K27+2*K2*Kl4*Klo*K2Z-2*K2*Kl4*K20*K2l+K2*Kl4*KZ1**2 
S- 2*K2*K14* KL2**2-2* K3* K4* Kl b* K2 7-2 * K3*K7*Kl6 *K24+K3*K10 *K lb*K2 l + 
SK 3*K l 3*K l6*K 13 +2*K 4*K 6*K l 6*Kl 7- 2*K4*K l*i<. 15* K Ztl-L* K4 *K 7* Kl 6* K2.7-2* 
$K4*KS*Kl~*K27+2•i<4*KB*Klb*KZo•K~*KlO*Klu•Kltl+K4*Kl3*Kl5*K22+K4* 
SK13*K lb* Kl 7-K4* Kl3•Kl6*K20+ 3* K4* KU *Kl6•K2l+K4*K14* Kl5*K2l-K4*Kl4 
$*Klb*K22+2*K6*K7*Kl5•K27+2*K6*K7•Klo*K24-Z*K6*K7*Kl6*KZ8-2*K6*K8* 
SKlb*K27-K6*KlO*Kla*K2l-K6*Kl3*Kl5*K2l-K6*Kl3*Kl6*Kl8+K6"Kl3*Klb* 
$K22+Ko*K 14*K l6*KZl-2*K 7•K B•Kl~• K24•4•K 7•K8•Kl5•K28-2•K7•Ko•Kl6* 
$K23+4tK7•K8*Klb*K27-K7*K9*K 15*K2l+K 7*K 9*K 16*K22+K 7*Kl0*Kl5*K22+K7 
$*Kl0* Kl b* Kl 7-K 7* Kl O* Kl b* K2 0 +2 •KI *Kl 0 *Kl6*K21-K 7•K13 *Kl 5*K20+K 1* 
$Kl3•Kl5*K21•3*K7•Kl3•Klb*Kl8-2*K7*Kl3*Kl6*K22•K7tKl4*KlS*Kltl-Z*K7 
$*Kl4*Kl5*K22+K7*Kl4*Kl6*K20-K7*Kl4*Kl6*K2l+Kd*K9*Klb*K2l+KB*Kl0* 
SK15*K2l-K8•K 1O•Klu•K22+Ka•Kl.!*Kl5• Kl8-2* KS•KD•K l 5•K22 +KS *Kl 3•Kl6 
$*K20-2*K S*K l3*K l 6*K 21-Z*Kd *t0 4*K lo*K 21-KB*K l 4*K l 6*K l 8+2*K8* K 14* 
$Kl6*K22-4*K9*Kl3*Kl>*Klo+2*K9*Kl4*Kl6**2-2*~10*Kl3*Kl5**2•8*Kl0* 
$K l3*K 16**2+ 4 *K lO*K l4•K l >*Kl 6• 4• Kl 3* Kl 4• Kl 5** 2-6 *KU *Kl 4 *Kl6 * *2 +I)* 
$K 15 *K 16* Kl3**2-4 tK l 5*K l6*K 140 2+K l 5*K 23*K l** 2-K l 5*K 27•K 7* *2 
T352=2*Kl5 
S*K27tK8**2-K l6*K24*K 4**2-2* KlMr<.24*K 1**2+ Kl6*K24•Kb 02• Kl6*K2B*K7 
S**2-2 *Kl6*K28•K8 **Z+2*K2~*K 28*K2**2-2*K24*K2 7•K l**~+B*KZ4*K2 7*K2 
$**2•4*K2 7*K2d*Kl**2-6*KL 1• K28*K2 **Z 
1151 = -4•Kl*K2•~23*K2H+B*Kl*K2*K27*K2&+Kl*K4•K22*K2b-Kl*Kb 
$*K21 * K<'. d-Kl*Ko*K 22*K2 7-Kl *K l*KiJ *K28-K l*K 7*< 22*< 2 .HKl*K 7*K22*K2 7+ 
$K l*K d*K l b*K2 ~-Kl *KS* K2 O* K21-Kl * K8* Kl l* K2 3> Kl *KS• K2l*K~1 +Kl *K 8*K 22 
$*K24-3*K l*Kd *K22*K2B-2*'' l*K ~*Kb* KL 7+2*K l*K 9*K lu*K78•2*Kl*K9*K2l* 
SK22+2•Kl*Klu*Kl5*K28-Kl•Kl0*K22**2-2*Kl*Kl3*Kl5*K23+4*Kl*Kl3*Kl5* 
$K27-4*K l*K 13*K l6*K23• 2*Kl* K 13* K2 O• K22-2• Kl *Kl 3*KZ l* K22 +2*Kl •Kl4* 
$Kl5*K24-o*Kl*Kl4*Kl?•KZd+2*Kl*Kl4*Kl6*K23-4*Kl*Kl4*Kl6*K27-Z*Kl* 
lKl4*Kl8*K2Z+2*Kl*Kl4*KZU*K21+3*Kl*Kl4*KL2**2•K£*K3*Kl7*K27+;.Z*K3* 
~lB*K24-K2*K3*K 20*K27+ Z*K 2* K3•t<.2l* K2 7+K2*K4* Kl 7• KL4+4* K2* K4•Kl8* 
SK27-K2*K<l>*K~,9*K2!+3*K2*K4*K 2l*K24-K2*K b*K l 7*K2 l- K 2* Kb*K lB•K 24+K2* 
$Kb•KZO•K27-2*K2*K6 *K2l*K2 7+K2*K6*K 22*K 2B+Z*K Z*K 7*Kl 7*K2 7+ 3*K 2•K7• 
SKla*K24-Z*K2*K 1* K2 O*K27+K2*K70KZ1 *KZ7-K2*K7*K2Z* KL8 •K2*K8 *KZO*K28 
$-K2*K B*K2l*K 28+K 2*K8*K 22•K23-2*KZ*K8*K22* K2 7+L*K2*K9* Kl5* KZB-K2* 
$K9*K22**2-8*K2*KlO*Kl6*K24-2*K2*KlJ*Kl7*Kl8+2*K2*KlO*Kl8*K2Q-b*K2 
$•K 10*Kl8•K2 l-4*K2* KU• Kl 5*K2a-12* KZ* Kl 3* Kl6• K<'. 7•2*K2*.Kl3*Kl 7 *K20-
$4*K2•Kl3 •K l7•K2l+4•K2•Ki3•K 23•K 2l-K2•K l 3•K L7**2- 4•K 2•Kl 3*Kl8••2-
$K2*Kl30K2G**2-K2*Kl3*K2l**2•2*K2*'13*~22**2•2*~2*Kl4*Kl5*K2j-4*K2 
$*Kl4*Kl5*K27+4*~2*Kl4~Kl6*K2d-2tKL*~l4*KlJ*KZ2•2•K2*Kl4~K2l•K22-2 
$#K.J*K4*K16 *K L4 +L *K .J*K r) *K l c*K27- 4*K 3 *r<. 7 *K 16*K 2 7+~ ..1 *K lO*K lb*K 18 
T251 =K3* 
SK l3*K l6*K l 7- K..3*K l 3*K l6*t< 2 u+ L* K3* K l3*K l 6* K.21 +2 * K4 * K6 * Kl6* K24-.o* K4* 
$K7•Kl6*KZ4-2 *K4*K8.*Kl >*K23+K4*K lO*K l6*K l 7-K4*K lO*Klt*K 20+3*K 4*K l J 
$*Kl6* K21+4*K4*Kl3*Kl 6*K1 B+ K4* Kl4*Kl5*;.22 +2 *Kl>*K7 *Kl 5*KL8+4*K6*K 1* 
SK lb*i<.27 + 2•K6*K a •Kl 5*K 2 7- 2*K 6*K o*K l6*K 2d- K6• Kl O* "16* Kl 8-K6• Kl 3•Kl 5 
S*K22-Kb*Kl3*Kl6*Kll•K6*Kl3*Kl6*~2u-2*K6*Kl3*Kl6*K2l-K6*Kl4*Kl5* 
$K2 l+K 6*Kl4*K 16* K22 +2* K 7> Kd* Kl>* KZ 3 -2* K7* KB* Kl 5*K2 7 +2*K7 *Kd *" 16 * 
$K28-K7*K9*Kl5*KL2+3*K7*Kl0*Klc*Kld+K7*Kl3*Kl5*K22+2•K7*Kl3*Kl6* 
$Kl7-2*K7*Kl3*Klo*KLO+K7•Kl3*Kl6*K2l-K7*Kl4*Kl5*K2U-K7*Kl4*Kl6*K22 
$-K8*K9*K l5*K2 l•K&*K9•K lo*K2 2+ K<i* Kl O*Kl 5* K22-K6*Kl 3* Kl5.•K20+K8*Kl3 
$*Kl5*K2l-2*K8*Kl3*Kl6*K22+Kd*Kl4*'-l5*Klb-3*K8*Kl4*Kl5*K22+K8*Kl4* 
$Kl6*K20-Kti*Kl4*K16*K2l+L*K9*Klj*K15**2-4*K9*Kl4*Kl5*Kl6-2*Kl0*Kl4 
S*Kl5**2+d*Kl3*K l4*Kl5*K lb-K 15*1\24• KB**2+3*Kl 5*K2d*K8**2-Kl6*1<23* 
$Kd**2-Kl6*K27*K3**2-4*Klb*K27*K4**2-K lb*K27*Ko** 2-K 16*K27*K 7**2+2 
S*Klb*K27•K B**2•2•K23*K2 7•Kl **2-2*K24*K28 •Kl**Z-2 *Kl **2*K27**2+3* 
$K 1**2 *K 28**2 +4*K 2**2 *K 2-.••2 +6*K2••2*K2 7••l-2* K2** "* K2o••2 •4* Kl o•• 
S2*Klb**2-2*Kl3**2*Kl~**2•6*Kl3•*2*Kl6**2•3*Kl4**2*Kl5**2-2*Kl4**Z 
S*K lb**2 
T50 = 2*Kl*K2*K28**2-i<l•K6*K22*K28-Kl*Kd*K20*K28-Kl*K8*K22 
$* K23 +Kl* KB* K22*K2 l-2 *Kl *K9 * Kl5*K2o +Kl *K ~ *K 22* '*2 + L *' l *K 13"K l 5*K 2d-
$K l*K l~*K22**2-2"Kl*Kl4*Kl5*K23+Z*t<l*Kl4*Kl5*KL1-2*Kl*Kl4*Kl6*K2o+ 
SZ*Kl *Kl4*K20*KZ2-K2*K8 *K22*K2o-2*K 2*K 14*K 15*K23+ K2* Kl4*K22**2+2* 
SKb*K8*Kl 5•K28-K~*Kl4*Kl5*K22-K~*K9*Kl5*KZ2 +K B*K l 3•K l5*K22-K8*K 14* 
SK l5*K20-K8*K 14*1\ l6•K22+ 2*K9*Kl4* Kl 5**2-2• Kl 3* Kl 4•Kl 5**2+2 *Kl 5*K 16 
S•Kl4**Z+Kl5*K23•KB••2-Kl5*K27*KB**2+Kl6*K2ti•K8**2•2*K23•KZ8•Kl**2 
S-2•K27*K28*Kl**2 
T bl = -2*K l*K2*K27** 2-Kl*K 7*K2l*K2 7+2*.Kl* Kl3*Klb*K27+ Kl* 
$Kl3*K21**2+K2*K7*K2l*K23+K2*K7*K22*K27+KZ*KU*K2l*K27+2*K2*Kl3*Kl5 
S*K27-Z*KZ*K l3*K lb*K2 8-Z*K2* Kl 3*K2 l *KZ2 -2*K2* Kl4* Klb*K2 7-KZ *K 14* 
SK21**2-2*K7*K8*Kl6*K27-Kl•Kl3*Kl5•K2l+K7•Kl3•Kl6*KZ2+K7•Kl4*Klb* 
5K2l+K8*Kl3*Klb*K21+2*Kl3*Kl4•K 16 **2-2*K l 5*K l<>*K 13** 2+K l 5*K27*K 1** 
$2-Kll>*K2B*K7**2~2•KZ7*K28*K2*•l 
f 62 = -4*Kl*K2*K27•K 28-K l*K 7•K 2 l*K 2H-K l*K 7*K22•K27-K l*K8* 
SK2l*K27-2*Kl*Kl3*Kl5*K27+2*Kl*Kl3*Kl6*K2o+2*Kl*Kl3*K2l*K22+2*Kl* 
$K 14*K lb*K27+K l*K l 4*K 21** Z+K 2* K 7* K2 Z* K2 8+ K2 *K3 *l<,2 l *K28 +Ki.* K8 * KZZ* 
$K27+2*K2*Kl3*Kl5*K2tl-K2*Kl3"K22**2+2*KZ*Kl4*Kl5•K27-2*K2*Kl4*Klo* 
iK28-2*K2*Kl4*K2l*K22+2*K7*Kd*Kl5*KZ7-2*K7*Ki>*Kl6*K28-K7*Kl3*Kl5* 
$K22-K 7*K 14*K l5*K 21 +K 7*K l4*K l6*K22-K8*K l3*K 15* Kll+ K8*Kl3*KH* K22+ 
SK8*Kl4*Klb•K21-4*Kl3*Kl4*Klo*Kl6+Kl5•K2B•K7••2-<l~*K27*Ko••2•Kl** 
$2 *K 2 1**2 +K2**2 *K2 8"'* 2+ K 13*"' 2* Kl?** 2 +Kl 4** 2 *"16** 2 
Tb l = -Z*K l *K2 *K2 8** 2-K l •K 7*K 22*K 2 8-K l•K d* K2 l * K2b-Kl *K8* 
$K22* KZ 7-2 *Kl* KU* Kl5* K2 J +Kl *KU* ~.LL ••2-2 •Kl ''K 14*K 15 "K 2 7+2 *K 1*K14* 
$K lo*K 2i>+ 2*K l*K 14*K2l*K 22+K2*K 8* K2L * K2 8+ 2• K2* Kl 4* Kl 5 *K28-K2* K 14* 
$KL2**Z+2*K7 *K8 •Kl 5*K28-K 7*K 14*K l 5*K42-K 8*K U*K b*K22-K8*K14* Kl!>* 
SK2l+K8•Kl4*Klb*K22•2*KlJ*Kl4*Kl5**2-Z*Kl5*Kl6*K14••2+Kl5*K27*•b** 
S2-Klo*K2B*K6••2+2•K27•K28*Kl**2 
1 bO = -Kl *K8*K?Z*K28-2*K 1 *Y. !4•r, l 5•K 2b+.'1•i<. 14*K 22**2-K 8*K 14 
$*Kl~*K22+~15*K28*K8**2•Kl**2*K2J**2+K14**~*~15**L 


















T~3=Tl 53+ T25 3 
T52=Tl52+T252+T352 
T5l=Tl5l+T251 
TTI l l =T03 
TT( 2l=T02 
TTl3J=T01 
TT( 41 =TOO 
TTl5J=Tl3 
TT lb I =Tl2 
TT( ll=lll 
TT 18 l=T 10 










TTI 19 l=T""l 







TT( 271 =T6l 
HL28l=T60 ••. ,. . . . . 
f0RHAT(//,2X, 1 FOR THE SlXTH DEGREE POLYNOHIAL, 1 ,/J 
FUR~AT12x, 1 T•,211.• :• ,F20.8l 
WR!TE(&,4'191 
IG=l 
llO 502 111=1,7 
IF= I I 1-1 
()0 501 11=1.4 
IS=4-I I 
WRITE(b, 7001 IF, IS.TH IGI 
IG=IGH 
CONTINUE 
CONT I NUE 
RE TURN 
ENlJ 
DIR. ~os. OF SCREW $1£ ARE: I 0.3600, o. 09l5' 0.9279 I 
ROT. Ail<G. OF SCR Ell $lL IS: l.B .200 
DIR. ens. OF SC~E• $13 A<E: ( 0.1457,-0. 0390, o. C,886 ) 
ROT. ANG. O~ SCRE• $L> 15: 70.oOO 
DIR. CUS. OF ~CREw $14 ~~E: ( o. 4267,-0.2464, a.o7J2 I 
ROT. Ail<G. OF ~CREw $14 IS: d7.900 
DIR. COS. OF SLREo tl5 A~E: ( 0.4027,-0.0251,-0.915J 
ROT. ANG. Uf SCiHo 15 IS: 25.200 
THE COORDINATES OF A PUil•T JN SCREW $12 ARE: I 0.9414, 0.5214,-0.4194 
ThE COOkOINATES OF A POINT ON SCREW 513 ARE: (-0.61J3, 0.8371, 0.1230 l 
TRANSFORMED COORDINATE SYSTEM 
X-AXIS: I 0.78ld, u.5116,-0.3565 
Y-AXIS: l-0.5CS1, 0.8538, 0.1087 
Z-AXIS: 0.3600. 0.0965, 0.9279 
DIR: COS. c.F $12 IN THE TRANSFORMEU CDOKUINATE iYSTEM: ( o.o • o. 0 . 1.0000 
DIR. COS. Of $13 IN THE rRANSFORMED COURDINATE SYSTEM: l-0.2585, o.o • 0 .9660 
DIR. CGS. OF $14 IN THE TRANSfORHED COOKOINAT c SYST cM: (-J.1027,-0.3330, 0.9373 
DIR. COS. OF $15 IN THE TRANSF()KMEU CDLlRUI NA TE SYSTtM: ( 0.6282,-0.3259,-0.7065 
ROTHS 8. LINES - CIK. COS, = 0.14~9 -U.0502 0.9d76 
TRANS 8. LINE - CIR. COS.= -ll'.2614 -0.0113 0.9652 
CU81Cl = -0.0000 CUBICZ : -0.0000 
SYLVESTERS DYALITIC ELlMINANT = -0.0000 
ROTHS H. LINES - CIR. CGS. = 0.3o:>d 0.0922 0.9261 
TRtt.S B. LINES - CIR. COS.= 0.0030 -0.0068 l.OJOO 
CUBIC 1 = -0. 0000 CUHICZ = -u.uOOO 
SYLVESTERS DYALITIC ELININANT = o.ooao 
ROTHS B. LINES. - OIR. COS. = 0.4113 0.7098 0.5230. 
TR~NS B. LINES - Lli<. Cu5.= o.5455 0.4227 0.7237 
CUBIC! = -0.0COJ cuol~2 = 0.0001 




ROTHS B. LINES - DIR. COS. = 0.5040 -0.4612 0.730~ 
TR~NS e. LINES - CIR. CuS.= -0.1022 -0.5710 u.8145 
CUBIC!= 0.0000 GUBIC2 = -0.0001 
SYLVESTERS DYALITIC ELIMlNANT = O.uOOO 































o. C38944 79 
0.00069168 
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